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e

This Application Note describes calibration proce-
dures for some of the -hp- instruments commonly

'found in test departments or calibration laboratories.
The procedures are useful wherever instruments are
frequently calibrated and the necessary equipment is
available. Since, in general, each procedure provides
enough checks to insure that an instrument is opera-
ting within specifications, they will also be useful as
a guide to gpoups responsible for incoming inspection.

In addition to calibration, the procedures allow the
determination of the optimum range of operation for
some of the instruments. For example, the procedure
for the X4858 Detector Mount explains a steploy+tep
method for determining the square law response of
the barretters. Knowing this response permits the
maximum range of operation.

The procedures also permit achieving the maximum
inherent accuracy of the instruments. If desired,
calibration curves may be plotted for some of the
instruments. Thus, the accuracy of instruments such
as the X752A Directional Coupler and the X382A Var-
iahle Atfenuator can be increased considerably. Also,

Application Note 21 is a tabular list of e'quipment
(with costs) to make standard measurements of fre-
quency attenuation, impedance, and power over var-
ious frequency ranges in coax or waveguide systems.
Instrumentation shown is a good compromise between
accuracy and cost.

sEcTl0lr r

GEl{ERAt

known calibration permits a more realistic evaluation
of system errors.

The procedures were originally developed by Hewlett-
Packard for the Air Force for calibrati.ng equipment
used in the standards laboratories at military bases,
and they are presented in step-by-step form. AIl
settings and adjustments are explicitiy stated.

Although in many cases they do not cover all frequen-
cies and ranges as do the factory tests, they provide
enough calibration to insure satisfactory operation.
Generally, enough procedural information is provided
to extend the measurement to other ranges or fre-
quencies.

lll I CROl{A\lT lvlIASllRIlllII{IS

IOR

CAI.I BRATIOI{ IABORAIORItS

Application Note 38 entitled 'Microwave Measurements
for Calibration Laboratories" will also be helpful for
test instrument calibration. It includes sections de-
scribing frequency, attenuation, impedance, and power
measurements in detail. Each section includes such
topics as definitions, theory, possible errors, and
measurement technique.
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2-l sPECtFtcATtoNS

Frequency Range: 8.2 to 12.4 kmc

Coupling: 3 db

Mean Coupling Accuracy: r0.4 db

Coupling Variation: t0.5 db

Directivity: 40 db

2.2 PRELITI1NARY NOTES

The Model X752A Directional Coupler is calibrated
for coupling factor and directivity. Coupling factor

FAN

e.< -hp-xteza
ATTENUATOR

-hP-xstza
FREQUENCY

METER

Seet. II . Page 1

is defined as the ratio of the power entering the pri-
rnary Errm to t}te power flowing in the forward second-
ary arm. Directivity is the ratio of ttre power flowing
in the forward direction in the secondary arm to the
power flowing in the reverse direction in the secondary
arm when power is flowing only in the forward direc-
tion in the main guide.

2.3 COUPTING FACTOR CALIBRATION

1) To check the coupling factor of the X752A, connect
the equipment as shown in Figure 2-1. Connect the
X485B Detector Mount and the X870A Slide Screw
Tuner directly to the X532A Frequency Meter.

FORWARD
SECONDARY ARM

stcTt0l{ il
x7524 DtRECTt0t{At C0IJPLER

1-hp-xtszat ! i
-/ t' TERMINATION

- I : - ---------: i- z'- a7, aN/ URM -63

-----"-

-hp-4t5A
STANDING WAVE

INDICATOR-hp-x4e5B
DETECTOR MOUNT

(WITH BARRETTER)

-hp-7tiA
KLYSTRON

POWER SUPPLY

-trP-xarca
SLIDE SCREW TUNER

;Q Figure 2-I. X752A Direction Coupler Coupting Factor Calibration
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2) Set the Klystron Power Supply bean13ld reflector
voltages to off. Both voltages on the 715A Klystron
Power Supply may be turned off with the MOD. SE-
LECTOR switch.

3) 4158 Standing Wave Indicator Control Settings:
INPUT SELECTOR switch to BOLO
BOLO BIAS CURRENT switch to HIGH
RANGE switch to 30
METER SCALE switch to NORI\{AL
GAIN control fullY clockwise

4) Set the X382A Variable Attenuator to 30 db'

5) Connect the equipment to a source of 115V ac
power. Turn on the klystron fan. T\rrn on all equip-
ment and allow it to warm up for 10 minutes.

6) Set the X-13 Klystron micrometer to 12.4 kmc'

?) Adjust the Klystron Power Supply beam, reflector
and mbdulation voltage to operate the klystron with
1000-cps modulation. A beam voltage of about 380

volts and reflector voltage between 600 and 900 volts
provide good operation with the X-13 Klystron' A
jump in the cathode current indicates that the klystron
is operating.

8) If necessary vary the X382A Variable Attenuator
to obtain a deflection on the meter of the 415B Standing

Wave Indicator.

9) Adjust the ?15A Klystron Power Supply MOD'
FREQ: (1000-cycle modulation frequency) for a maxi-
mum deflection on the 415B Standing Wave Indicator'

10) Adjust the ?15A REFLECTOR VOLTS and MOD'
VOLT. (modulation voltage) controls for a ma:<imum

deflection on the Standing Wave Indicator, varying
the X382A attenuation as necessary.

11) Tune the X485B Detector Mount for a maximum
deitection on the 4158, varying the X382A attenuation
as necessary.

12) Check the klystron frequency by adjusting the
X532A Frequency Meter rmtil a dip occurs on tlre 4158
Read the frequency and reset the klystron frequency
adjustment to 12.4 kmc if necessary. Ttrn the knob
one-quarter turn to set the X532A off resonance'

13) Adjust the X382A for a full-scale meter deflection
(o db).

14) lnsert the X?52A between the X382A and the
X+ASB as shown in Figure 2-1. Read the 4158 and

record the couPling factor.

15) Repeat and record the coupling factor measure-
ment af frequencies of 12, 11.35, 10.3, 9.25, and 8'2

kmc.. An accurate calibration curve for the directional
coupler is useful for power measurements.

2.4 DIRECTIVITY CALIBRATION

1) To check the directivity of the X752A, corurect the
equipment as shown in Figure 2-2. Place the X920A
Short on the end of the X752A.

2) Set the Klystron Power Supply beam and reflector
voltages to off. Both voltages on the 715A Klystron
Powel Supply may be turned off with the MOD. SE-
LECTOR switch.

3) 4158 Standing Wave Indicator Control Settings:
INPUT SELECTOR switch to BOLO.
BOLO BIAS CURRENT switch to HIGH'
RANGE switch to 30.
METER SCALE switch to NORMAL.
GAIN control fullY cloclirPise.

4) Set the X382A Variable Attenuator to 30 db.

5) Connect the equipment to a source of 115V ac
power. T\rrn on the klystron fan. T\rrn on a'11 equip-
ment and allow it to warm up for 10 minutes.

6) Set the X-13 Klystron micrometer to 12.4 kmc'

7) Adjust the Klystron Power Supply beam, reflector,
anA moauUUon voltages to operate the klystron with
1000-cps modulation. A beam voltage of about 380

volts and a reflector voltage between 600 and 900 volts
provide good operation with the X-13 Klystron. A
jump in the cathode current indicates tlat the klystron
is operatirg.

8) If necessary vary the attenuation of the X382A to
obtain a deflection on the 415B meter.

9) Adjust the ?15A Klystron Power Supply MOD'
FREQ. (1000-cycle modulation frequency) for a max-
imum deflection on the 4158.

10) Adjust the ?15A REFLECTOR VOLTS and MOD'
VOl,t. (modulation voltage) controls for a maximum
deflection on the 415B, varying the X382A attenuation
as necessary.

11) Tune the X4858 Detector Mount for a ma:rimum
deflection on the 4158.

12) Check the Klystron frequency by adjusting the
)532A Frequency Meter until a dip occurs on the
4158. Read the frequency and reset the klystron
frequency adjustment t'ot 12.4 kmc if necessary'
turn ttre Frequency Meter knob one-quarter tirrn to
set the Frequency Meter off resonance.



13) Adjust the )882A for a firll-scale deflection (0 db)'

14) Repiace the X920A Adjustable Short with the

X9148 Moving Load'

15) Adjust the 4158 RANGE switch for a meter de-

flection. If necessary decrease the attenuation of the

iiSttior a reading and note the decrease'

16) Adjust the X9148 for a mar<imum deJlection on

th; il;;,di"f w"u" Indicator and note the reading

iii*lii.- fnen adiust the X914B for a minimum

h""riiJi6" *J 
"ot" 

ttre reaaing (D min).'. Record both

;;;;; and minimum readings, tlking into con-

tiJ"""tio" the decrease of the X382A attenuation'

1?) Convert the maximum and the minimum readings

il;*-Jtr;;;"rical ratios and solve for.the reflec-

ii"" 
"""ffi"ient 

of the X9148 and the directivity of tle
iii-szn *itrt the following formulas: (Reflection coef -
fi;i""i, P; i; ttre ratio of" reflected voltage to incident

voltage.)

- D*o * Dmi"
Dorp= -----Z-

-hp-xtaza
ATTENUATOR

-hp-xssza
FREOUENCY

METER

Sect. II Page 3

n-D"max mln

-

The directivity of the tr'tlzA could be either value of

'ri-* D;-A"termined above' To uniquely determine

th-e iirectivity of the )(f 52A uldef teg' make the same

;;;;;;;nt on another diieEEonal coupler' Since

il;;;" termination is used for both measurements'

iii" ""iil"iion 
coefficient will be common to both

il""r*u*"ttts. The other value is then the directiv-
ity ult"-ii52A under test' (The sicn4 separation

d"rt rt.-i'i"t"e 2-31@Eso be used todeterminethe

aireciiv$ and reflection coefficient')

Example:

Suppose that the maximum and minimum readings are

-i-O'.o r"a -36.3 db respectively' Then, the voltage

ratios are:

entilosJ$9- = o.o2e5

entitosJff)- = 0.0153

-hp' \9148
MOVING LOAD

D orP =

FAN

C><

- hp'4158
STANDING WAVE

INDICATOR

'hP-7t5A
KLYSTRON

POWER SUPPLY

Figure 2 -2. X7 52A Directional C oupler Directivity C alibration
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Substituting into the formulas and solving,

DorP= 0.0295 + 0.0153

= 0.0224

In db = 20 log (0.0224)

= -33db

DorP= 0.0295 - 0.0153

= 0.00706

In db = 20 log (0.00206)

= -43 db

When another directional coupler was used D and p
were -33 db and -46 db. Hence, since -38 db is
common to botl, it is the reflection coefficient of the
termination. Therefore tfie directivff of the )f(7d2A
under test is -43 db. (The Signal Separation Chart
provid-;sThe same results. )

18) Repeat the measurement at other frequencies
and record the directivity. The directivity should
be at least -40 db at all frequencies.
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3.I SPECTFICATIONS

Attenuation Range:

Attenuation Accuracy:

Attenuation at Zero
Setting:

SWR:

0to50db

x2flo of. reading in db
or 0.1 db, whichever
is greater

Less than 1 db

Less than 1.15

3.2 PREIITIINARY NOTES

This procedure describes the calibration of the Model
X382A Variable Attenuator. It includes rapid dial ad-
justmert check which generally indicates proper cali-
bration over the entire range. If desired, the diat
may be checked at other points and frequencies to
insure proper calibration. The attenuation at 0 db
may also be checked. Throughout this procedure,
the X382A being calibrated will be referred to as the
'X382A under test". fire X382A mounted between the
X-13 Ifltstron and the X532A Frequency Meter will
be referred to as the 'balibrating X382A". For high-
est accuracy, the 415BS6@-Wave Indicator snoutA
be calibrated. Section VItr describes a suitable eal-
ibration procedure.

3-3 DtAt GATTBRAilON

1) Set up the equipment as shown in Figure 3-1.

2) 775A Klystron Power Supply Control settings:
REFLECTOR RANGE switch to 600-900.
MOD. SELECTOR switch to OFF.
BEAM VOLTS control to approximately 880.
REFLECTOR VOLTS control fully ctockwise.
MOD. VOLT. partially clockwise.

3) 4158 Standing Wave Indicator Control Settings:

Sect. III Page 1

$ECTt0lt ilt
X3824 I|ARIABI.E ATITI{UATOR

INPUT SELECTOR switch to BOLO.
BOLO BIAS CURRENT switch to HIGH.
METER SCALE switch to EXpAND.
RANGE switch to 40.
GAIN control to nearly maximum.

4) Set the calibrating X382A to 20 db.

5) Connect the equipment to a 115V ac power source.
T\rrn on the klystron fan. Thrn on the equipment and
allow it to warm up for 10 minutes.

6) Set the X-13 Klystron micrometer control to 10.8
kmc.

7) Set the 715A MOD. SEI,ECTOR cortrol to 1000 ru .
Decrease the REFLECTOR VOLTS setting until the
klystron starts oscillating, as indicated by a jump
in the cathode current. If necessary, adjust the RE-
FLECTOR RANGE switch to 300-600. If necessarlr,
change the calibrating X382A setting to obtain an up-
scale reading on the 4158 meter.

CAUTION

Do not reduce the attenuation of the calibrating XB82A
below 10 db or the bametter might-E6GsTiloyed. If
desired, a 10 db pad may be inserted between the
X382A and X-13 Klystron to prevent damage to the
barretter. For highest accuracy, operate the X48bB
with an rf power input of less than 0.2 mw.

8) Adjust the 715A MOD. FREQ. control for a maxi-
mum deflection on the 4158 meter, adjusting the
X382A as necessary.

9) Adjust the 715A REFLECTOR VOLTS and MOD.
VOLT. controls for a maximum deflection on the
4158, adjusting the X382A as necessary.

NOTE

)

An oscilloscope and a detector mount equipped with
a crystal provide a convenient method of monitoring
klystron operation. Adjust the Klystron power Sup-

)
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-hp-xteza
ATTENUATOR

TUNER NO. I

-lp-xazoa
-hp-xssza sr-roe 

'{cnEw- "iirruen

FREQUENCY
METER

il
i'i ,rrrlEtrrtEN. i-i-)lr

TUNER NO.z

-ltp-xazoa
SLIDE SCREW TUNER

FAN

><

pty REFLECTOR VOLTS and MOD. VOLT. controls
so that a clean square wave of ma)dmum amplitude
appears on the oscilloscoPe.

10) Check the klystron frequency by adjusting the
X532A Frequency Meter until a dip occurs on the
4158 meter. Adjust the klystron as necessary. Read

the frequency and then adjust the X532A to a point
off resonance.

11) Insert the X382A under test between the two
tuners and withdraw bottr tun6ffiobes.

12) Rotate the dial of the X382A under test until the
dial dot, located between 45 and 55 db' appears under
the index line. Approach the dot from the MAX side.

13) Adjust the calibrating X382A Variable Attenuator
and 4158 GAnITonFoF[-o obtain a convenient read-
ing on the meter. T\rne the X4858 for a maximum
deflection and note the reading.

14) Turn the dial of X382A under test so tfiat the dot

to the right of IVIAX appeardEtEFlhE index line and
note the reading. Approach the dot from the MAX
side. This eliminates the effects of any backlash.

15) If the 4158 reading is not the same as that of step

-hp-X4A5B
OETECTOR MOUNT

(WITH BARRETTER)

14, loosen the dial shaft screws and turn the dial so
that the meter readings are the sarne at both dot pos-
itions. The meter is now calibrated.

16) To check tlie callbration, set the 4158 RANGE
switch to 30 and increase the attenuation of the cal-
ibrating X382A Variable Attenuator.

1?) Decrea,se the attenuation of the X382A under test
to 0 db.

18) Set the calibrating X382A for an upscale meter
reading.

19) Tune the X485B and then the No. 2 X8?0A for a
maximum indication on the 4158 meter.

20) Set the 4158 GAIN control and calibrating X382A
attenuation for a 1-db reading on the 415B EXPAND-
ED scale.

21) Set the X382A under test to 10 db.

Figure 3-1 X382A lariable Attenuator Calibration.

22) Set the 4158 RANGE switch to 40 db. The atten-
uation of the X382A under test is 10 db plus the de-
viation of the needle from the 1-db mrk. (A deviation
to the right will be minus and to the left will be plus')
For greitest accuracy, apply the correction factors

-hp-715A
KLYSTRON

POWER SUPPLY

- hp- 4t5g
STANDING WAVE

INDICATOR
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obtained from the 4158 calibration. If desired, a cor_
rection curve may be plotted. The final calculated
attenuation should be between g.8 and 10.2 db.

23) Set the X382A under test to 20 db and the 41bB
RANGE switch to b0l-Tnelttenuation of the X382A

Sect. Itr page B

8.2,9.25,11.35, 12.0 and 12.4 kmc.

3.4 ATTENUATION AI O DB

l) Connect the equipment as shown in Figure 3-1with
the two tuners connected together.

!)^Set the equipment foltowing steps 2 through 10 of
3-2.

3) Witnaraw the probe of both Slide Screw T\rners.
Ttne the X485B Detector Mount for maximum deflec_
tion on the 4158. Then tune Slide Screw T\rner No. 2for maximum deflection.

4) Set the 415B GAIN controt or X3g2A Attenuator
for a 0-db meter reading on the EXPANDED scale.

5) Insert the X382A under test between the two Slide
Screw Tlrners.

6) Tune both Slide Screw T\rners for a maximum de-
flection on the 41bB meter. Read the attenuationof
the X382A under test on the 41bB. It should be less
than the raterlGpecffiation of 1 an. necorJ the read-
ing.

7) Repeat the measurgy-enl{or frequencies of g.2,
9.25, 11.35, 12.0 and 12.4 kmc and record.

under test should be between 1g.6 and 20.4 db.

24) To calibrate the X382A under test at B0 db, set
the 4158 RANGE switch to 301--
25) Adjust the calibrating X382A Variable Attenuator
for the same mEl6iTffiing on the 41bB as in step 24.

26) Increase attenuation of the X3B2A under test to
30 db.

27) Set the 415El to 40 db. The attenuation of the
X382A under test is 30 db plus the deviation of the
needle fTom [E Ldb mark. For greatest ,"".r"r"y,
apply the 415El correction factors. ttre final calcu-
lated attenuation should be between 2g.4 and 30.6 db.

28) Calibrate the X382A under test at 40 and b0db,
The limits are 39.2 and 40.8 db, and 4g and b1 db.

29) Calibration at 10.8 limc usually indicates proper
calibration over the entire frequency band. Howevlr,
if desired, the X382A @lgqt may be catibrated at
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sEclt0lt tll

4-t SPECtFtCATtONS

Frequency Range:

Accuracy:

8.2 to 12.4 kmc.

0.08% of reading.

4.2 PRETIMINARY PROCEDURE

1) Connect the equipment as shown in Figure 4.1.

Set the 524D Electronic Counter power_switch to theSTANDBY position and alow tt; ;;;;p. Through_out this procedure, the_XbB2A u"i"g 
"aiiliated will bereferred to as the 'xEg2A gggfie;{ The X5B2Adirectty connected to._ttre XgeZAmiE reterred to asthe "calibrating Xb32A'r. .'--- -- -vr

-

2) Set the XBB2A Variable Attenuator to 10 db.

3) Turn on the klystron fan.

+) Zl?4_Xtystron power Suppty Controt Settings:MOD. SELECTOR switctr io Of,f.--
REFLECTOR RANGE switch to Orr.
BEAM VOLTS 

"9lq9l to approximatety 380.REFLECTOR VOLTS contror trtd0.

5) Turn on all the instruments and allow them towarm up for 10 minutes.

6) 1.308 Osltllglgop" Control Settings:
VERT. SENSITTITy control ti'O.t v/cm.AC/DC switch to AC.
SWEEP MODE switch to LINE.
TRIGGER SLOPE switch to +.
Sweep speed to 0.b millisecond/cm.

7) 524D Electronic Counter and b2bB F?equency Con_verter Control Settings:
FUNCTION SELE-CTOR switch to FREeUENCy.
FREQUENCY UNIT switch to O.Ot. 

---
DISPLAY TIME control to desired display time,
w_hich is usually counterclockwise. '
lggIG-q&EQUENcY control to i-so mc.MDGR-DIRECT-WAVEMEiER ;;ff.i" MDGR.t

X532A FRTOIJEI{CY ilTTER

8) 5408 Transfer Oscillator Control Settings:I9y FREa, GAIN, and HIGH FREe contr6b fuilyclockwise.

4.3 FREQUENCY CATIBRATION

L) Y::P"tcal.ly check the frequency adjust knob ofthe X532A under tesJ b-y turning it i;; one stop tothe other to-See-TEt-it dbes not fi;. If-ii binds, cor_rect this defect before proceeding.

fl ,furl.ttre frequency adjust knob of the X5B2A underres[ to the stop above 12.4 kmc.

3) Set the 5408 frequency dial to 200 mc. Monitor
the- 54oB frequency with the szao urectronic counter
and adjust the b40B coARsE *a-min irinirffuR con_trols to set the frequency exacily to 200 mc. TheElectronic Counter witt tlen 

"""d fbbOO.O.

,11 !"t the catibrating Xb32A Flequency Meter to 12.4Kmc.

?.I-:Lttt" ?lbB Klystron power Supply REFLECTOR
RANGE switch to 600_900. Setilie 'lido.-seLrCToR
switch to 60 ru

9_ lqlling from the high end, adjust the ?lbA RE_FLECTOR VOLTS contr6l to o,6tai" a s*"iup *oO" on
.the-oggilloscope screen. Adjust tt" fvfOO.-iOLT. con_trol fully clockwise so that the Uest moae pattern isobtained. Adjust the 60- PHASE 

""ri""f for bestdisplay.

7) Adjust the X382A Variable Attenuator or the Os_cilloscope VERT. SENsIrrymy t;i;;ito keep thetrace on the oxcilloscope screen.

8) Adjust the X-18 Klystron micrometer so that thenotch from the calibrating X5B2A f"eqrrency Meterappears on the mlotidresonance curve. A zero_beatpip.representing the test frequen"y 
"fro"fj*iso appearon the mode. When both appear on tt e *oa" ,""pon"ucurve, the klystron is adjusted to 12.4 kmc.
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9) Adjust the ?15A REFLECTORVOLTS, MOD.
VOLT. and 60ru PHASE controls to produce the best
oscilloscope trace. The trace on the oscilloscope
should appear as in Figure 4-2.

MODE RESPONSE CURVE

NOTCH (FROM X532A
FREOUENCY METER )

ZERO- BEAT PIP

Figure 4-2. Oscilloscope Trace Showing the Klys-
tron Mode Response Curve and Test
FrequencY PiP

10) Turn the 5408 Transfer Oscillator HIGH FREQ
control counterclockwise to reduce the width of the
zero beat to a fine line. The pip represents 12.4 kmc.

11) Adjust the calibrating X532A Frequency Meter
to L2.2 kmc to move the notch from the screen.

12) Position the zero-beat pip on the mode response
peak by adjusting the klystron micrometer.

13) Tune the X485A Detector Mount for maximum
display on the oscilloscope. Reduce the height of the
mode resonance curve for a good presentation on the
oscilloscope by increasing the 100 K potentiometer
attenuation. If necessary increase the attenuation of
the X382A.

14) To check for backlastq adjust the frequency of the
X532 under test to 12.4 kmc and note the position of
tire nffiE oit[EE oscilloscope screen. T\rrn the X532A
under test past this position and then turn it back to-
warFl2;4 until the new notch is located at the same
position as the first notch. The meter should read
12.4. The maximum allowable difference is + one
division.

15) To check for mechanical looseness, press down
slightly on the knob of the X532A under test and note
if shifting of the notch occurs. It dEouftlffiain fixed.
Shifting indicates improper seating of the nut bushing.
Check for dirt or excess grease in the bearing surface.
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16) To calibrate the X532A under test at 12.4 kmc
turn the knob of the X532A untier GT-towards 12.4
until the notch coincides with-IEElft6--beat pip. Note
the indication on the X532A under test. If it does not
indicate 12.4, as it should, removeT[e knob from the
X532A under test and slighfly loosen the three screws
undern6ffi-T[EFnob. Holding the shaft stationary, so
that the zero-beat pip and notch remain superimposed
on the oscilloscope, turn the gray dial until 12.4 lines
up with the hairline. Tighten the three screws slighily
in sequential fashion untii they are tight. Tightening
each screw completely, one at a time, may cause the
gray dial to bind on the clear plastic sleeve.

17) Set the klystron frequency to 12.2 kmc by adjust-
ing the micrometer counterclockwise until the notch
from the X532A Frequency Meter appears on the os-
cilloscope. The zero-beat pip should be in the im-
mediate vicinity of this notch. Adjust the klystron
frequency rurtil the zero-beat pip appears at top of the
mode response curve.

18) Adjust the 7154' REFLECTOR VOLTS control and
the X485B for a maximum display.

19) Adjust the calibrating )632A Frequency Meter to
12.0 kmc to moE-[Ed noTch from the screen.

20) To check the )632A under test at L2.2 kmc, adjust
the X532A under test until the notch coincides with the
zero-beat pip. Note the dial reading on the X532A
under test. It must not be more than *1 division from
Tf,e 122Tmc reading.

21) Continue to check the calibration of the X532A
under test down to 8.4 kmc at 200-mc intervals; e. g.,
ETTIZ,12.o, 11.8 and so on.

22) Il. the X532A under test is not within specification
upon reaching the 8.2 kmc frequency, note the error
and return the X532A under test to the 12.4 kmc set-
ting. Remove the knob, loosen the screws and reset
the diai at one-half the error noted at 8.2 kmc. The
frequency meter dial will then be slightly off at 8.2
and 12.4 kmc but should be within specifications
throughout the middle of the band. If the dial is reset
because of an error at 8.2 kmc, recheck the cali-
bration at 12.4, 12,2, and 12.0 kmc. Satisfactory per-
formance at these points generally indicates favor-
able calibration throughout the rest of the band. If
more accuracy is desired,a correction curve for the
instrument may be plotted.
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5-r SPECtFtCATtONS

Frequency Range: 9.2 to 12.4 kmc.

Maximum SWR: 1.25.

Uses Sperry 821 or Narda Ng21 barretter; or 1N21or 1M3 crystal.

5.2 SWR CATIBRATION

1) Connect the equipment as shown in Figure b_1.

2) 7l5A Klystron powgl Suppty Control Settings:
REFLECTOR RANGE swi[crr to 600_900.

X4858 DEIECTOR lllOUI{T
(wtTH BARRETTER)

TEST
INSTRUMENT
(-hp-xaesBl

(WITH BARRETTER)

MOD. SELECTOR switch to OFF.
BEAM VOLTS control to approximailey Bg0.
REFLECTOR VOLTS controt fully clockwise.
MOD. VOLT. control partially clockwise.

430C Power Meter Control Settings:
BIAS CURRENT control to OFF.-
COARSE and FINE controls fully counterclockwise,
RES switch to 200.
COEF switch to pOS.
POWER RANGE switch to 10 mw.

a!S_!_!!a10ing Wave Indicator Control Settings :INPUT SELECTOR switch to CRYSTAL 2Od.O.
RANGE switch to 80.
METER SCALE switch to NORMAL.
GAIN control fully clockwise.

3)

4)

t

-hp-xteza
ATTENUAToR

-hp-xstza
FREQUENCY

METER

-hp-8098 CARRTAGE

-Dp- xBtoB
SLOTTED SECTION

-hp- 444A 9ROAE

-hp-715A
KLYSTRON

POWER SUPPLY

- hp- 4t5S
STANDING WAVE

INDICATOR

-hp-<soc
MICROWAVE

POWER METER

BOLOMETER

Figure 5-1 X485B Detector Mount SWR Calibration.
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5) Set the X382A Variable Attenuator to 20 db.

6) Connect the equipment to a 115V ac power source.
'Turn on the klystron fan. Turn on the equipment and
allow it to warm up for 10 minutes.

7) Set the 430C BIAS CURRENT and COARSE and
FINE controls to obtain an approximate zero set
reading.

8) Set the X-13 Klystron micrometer to 12.4 kmc.

9) Set the 715A MOD. SELECTOR control to 1000.w
Decrease the REFLECTOR VOLTS control setting
until the klystron starts oscillating as indicated by
a jump in the cathode current.

10) If necessary, switch the RANGE switch on the
415B to obtain an upscale deflection.

11) Adjust the 715A MOD. FREQ. control for max-
imum deflection on the 4158, adjusting the RANGE
switch as necessary.

12) Adjust the 715A REFLECTOR VOLTS and MOD.
VOLT. controls for ma:<imum deflection on the 4158,
adjusting the RANGE switch as necessary.

13) Check the klystron frequency by adjusting the
X532A Frequency Meter until a dip occurs on the
Standing Wave Indicator. Note the frequency, then
turn the frequency meter knob at least a quarter-turn
from the resonance setting.

14) Move the probe along the slotted section to obrtain
a peak deflection on the 4158.

15) With the 4158 GAIN control nearly maximum and
the RANGE switch on 40, vary the 444A Probe pene-
tration to obtain a reading of nearly "1'r on the SWR
scale. Adjust the 4158 GAIN control for a reading
of "1r'. The crystal in tfie Slotted Line probe now has
the proper r{ power input. After this adjustment has
been completed, the 4158 switches and probe car-
riage may be moved to any position durrng the meas-
urement without overloading the crystal.

16) Move the probe carriage along the slotted section
to obtain a minimum deflection on the 4158. Adjust
the X485B tuning control for a minimum SWR. Use
the expanded scale control of the 4158 for more
resolution. The ma:<imum permissible SWR is 1.25.

17) Check the SWR at8.2,9.25, 10.q 11.35 and 12.0
kmc.

5.3 SQUARE lAW CALIBRATION

1) Connect the equipment as shown in Figure 5-2.

2) 7L5A Klystron Power Suppty Control Settings:
REFLECTOR RANGE switch to 600-900.
MOD. SELECTOR switch to OFF.
BEAM VOLTS control to approximately Bg0.
REFLECTOR VOLTS control fully clockwise.
MOD. VOLT. control partialty clockwise.

3) 415-P Standing Wave Indicator Control Settings:
INPUT SELECTOR switch to BOLO.
BOLO BIAS CURRENT switch to HIGH.
RANGE switch to 30.
METER SCALE switch to EXpAND.

4) Set the X382A Variable Attenuator No. 1 to 20 db;
the No. 2 X382A to 10 db.

5) Connect the equipment to a 11bV ac power source.
Ttrn on the klystron fan. Turn on the equipment and
allow it to warm up for 10 minutes.

6) Set the X-13 Klystron micrometer control to
11.35 kmc.

7) Set the 715A MOD. SELECTOR control to 1000 n: .
Decrease the REFLECTOR VOLTS setting until the
klystron starts oscillating, as indicated by a jump in
t}te cathode current. If necessara switch the nE'fLEC-
TOR RANGE switch to 300-600. If necessary change
the No. 1 X382A setting to obtain an upscale reading
on the 4158 meter.

CAUTION

Do not reduce the attenuation of the No. 1 X3g2A
below 10-db or the barretter might be destroyed.
For highest accuracy, operate the X48bB with an rf
power input of less than 0.2 mw. If desired a 10 db
pad may be inserted between the X382A and the X-13
to prevent barretter damage.

8) Adjust the 7154' MOD. FREQ. control for a maxi-
mum deflection on the 4158 meter, adjusturg the No. 1
X382A as necessary.

9) Adjust the 715A REFLECTOR VOLTS and MOD.
VOLT. controls for a maximum deflection on the
4158, adjusting the No. 1 X382A as necesscrry.

NOTE

An oscilloscope and a detector mount equipped with
a crystal provide a convenient method of monitoring
klystron operation. Adjust the Klystron power Supl
ply REFLECTOR VOLTS and MOD. VOLT. controls
so that a clean square wave of maximum amplitude
appears on the oscilloscope.

10) Adjust the X485B tuning control for a maximum
meter reading.
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NO. I

-hp-xzaza
ATTENUATOR

-hp-x'z?A
FREQUENCY

METER

11) Check the klystron frequency by adjusting the
X532A Frequency Meter until a dip occurs on the
4158 meter. Adjust the klystron as necessary. Note
the frequency and then adjust the X532A to a point off
resonance.

12) Adjust the 4158 GAIN or No. 1 X382A for a meter
reading of 0.5 db. Use this point as a reference.

13) Decrease the No. 2 X382A to 0 db. Set the 4158
RANGE switch to 20. Note the deviation from ref-
erence (0.5 db) and add to the RANGE switch setting.
(A deviation to the left is regarded as positive and
one to the right as negative.) Record the reading.

14) Increase the No. 2 X382A attenuation to 10 db and
increase the output by adjusting the No. 1 X382A for
the same meter reading as in step 13.

15) Repeat step 13 udth the 4158 RANGE switch set
to 10 and record. If it is .desired to plot the 4158
readings versus power input to the X4858, the power
input should be measured with a 430C at this setting.

FAN

><

NO.2

-hp-xtaza
ATTENUATOR

lfE
!--4i
-r--{-.1
a

TEST
INSTRUMENT
(-hp-x485Bl

Figure 5-2 X4858 Detector Mount Square Law Calibration

The power levels at the rest of the points are then
known since it is varied in 10 db steps.

16) Set the 4158 RANGE switch back to 30, the No. 2

X382A to 0 db and the No. 1 X382A for a 0.5-db read-
ing on the 4158.

1?) lncrease the No. 2 X382A attenuation to 10 db and
set the 4158 RANGE switch to 40, Record the 4158
setting.

18) Reduce the No. 2 X382Ato 0 db and reset the No.
1 X382A for the same reading as in step 17.

19) Repeat step 17 with the 4158 RANGE switch on
50 and record"

20) Repeat steps 17, 18, and 19 for a reading on the
60 range and record.

21) Plot the 415E} readings versus power input. The
straight line portion of the curve represents the useful
region for the barretter. It should be linear over 30
db of power input. If it is not, replace the barretter.

- hp- 4t58
STANDING WAVE

INDICATOR

-hp-7t5A
KLYSTRON

POWER SUPPLY



6.I SPECIFICATIONS

Frequency Range: 500 to 4000 mc

Characteristic Impedance: 50 ohms

Connectors: Type N

-rp- 616A SIGNAL GENERATOR
t800 To 4000 Mc
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6.2 OPERATIONAT CHECK

1) Connect the equipment as shown in Figure 6-1.
Throughout this procedure, the H01 8?2A being cali-
brated will be referred to as the "H01 872.{ under
test." The H01 8?2A used in the test set-up wJIITE
i-eferred to as the "calibrating H01 8724."

stcll0il lll
1lOI 8T2A STIDE SCRTIT TUI{ER

e

TEST
I NSTRUMENT

,/a\
K)

-h p- ?lt A

SQUARE WAVE
GENERATOR

o
o

SIGNAL GENERATOR

RF EXT.

- hp-4t55
STANDING WAVE

INDICATOR

Figure 6-1. H01 872A Slide Screw Ttrner Check,



2)

3)

4)
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211A Square Wave Generator Control Settings:
RANGE switch to X100.
FREQUENCY control to 10.
AMPLITUDE control fully clockwise.

Signal Generator Control Settings:
Adjust the SIGNAL FREQUENCY control to any
frequency between 1800 and 4000 mc.
Set the FM-CW-OFF switch to OFF.

415B Standing Wave lrdicator Control Settings:
RANGE switch to 30.
INPUT SELECTOR switch to CRYSTAL 200K4.
GAIN control fully clockwise.
METER SCALE switch to NORMAL.

5) Connect the equipment to a 115V ac power source.
Turn on all tfie equipment and allow it to warm up for
15 mirrutes.

Remove the probe of the H01 872A under test.

Signal Generator Control Settings:
ZERO SET control for a ZERO SET reading on
the meter.
FM-CW-OFF switch to CW.
POWER SET control for a POWERSETreading
on the meter.
OUTPUT ATTENUATION control to -10 dbm.
FM-CW-OFF switch to EXT NEG.

8) Adjust the RANGE switch on the 4158 to obtain an
indication on the meter.

9) Adjust the 211.{ FREQUENCY control and SYM-
METRY control for maximum deflection on the 4158,
adjusting the 4158 RANGE switch as necessary. A
deflection occurs when the pointer moves to the right.

10) Adjust the tuning knob on the top of the 805A
Slotted Line for maximum deflection on the 4158.
Adjust the 415B RANGE switch to keep the pointer
on the scale.

11) Move the probe carriage along the slotted line
for maximum deflection on the 4158, adjusting t[e
RANGE switch as necessary.

12) With the 4158 RANGE switch at 30, METER
SCALE switch to NORMAL, and GAIN control to al'
most mu<imum gain, adjust the 805A probe penetra-
tion for a full scale meter 'deflection (tt1'1 on theswR
scale). The crystal in the 805A will have the proper
rf power input when the 4158 meter indicates full
scate with the srvitches set as indicated above. After
this adjustment has been made the 4158 switches and
8054' probe carriage may be moved to any position
during the measurement without overloading the
crystal.

13) Ifiove the probe carriage for minimum deflecdon
on the 4158. Note the SWR. If the SWR is greater
than 3, adjust the RANGE switch and read on the 3 to
10 scale. Adjust the calibrating H01 B72A Slide Screw
Tuner for an SWR between 3 and 10.

14) Adjust the probe of the H01 8724' under test to
obtain minimum SWR. Use the scale e>rpansion con-
trol on the 4158 for more resolution.

15) The H01 872.{ under test is operating properly if
the SWR, as adjusted by the calibrating H01 872A
Slide Screw Tuner, can be reduced tof.05 or less.

6-3 IUNER IOSS CAUBRATTON

1) Connect the H01 872A under test to the 805A SIot-
ted Line as shown in Figure 6-1. Omit the calibrating
H01 872A Slide Screw Tuner from the setup.

2) Set the 616A Signal Generator, 211A Square Wave
Generator, and 4158 Standhg Wave Indicator controls
as described in 6-2. Set the probe of the H01 8724'
under test for an SWR of 1.1 at 22OA mc using the
technique described in 6-2.

3) Connect the equipment as shown in tr'igure 6-2 lo
measure the tuner loss. Do not connect the 4158
Standing Wave Indicator to the 627.4' Detector Mount
at this time.

4) Set the 616A FM-CW-OFF switch to OFF.

5) No. 1 4158 Standing Wave Indicator ControlSet-
tings:

INPUT SELECTOR switch to BOLO.
BOLO BIAS CURRENT switch to LOW.
RANGE switch to 40.
GAIN control to nearly maximum.
METER SCALE switch to EXPAND.

6) No. 2 4L5B Control Settings:
INPUT SELECTOR switch to CRYSTAL 200O.
METER SCALE switch to EXPAND.
GAIN control to nearly maximum.
RANGE switch to 30.

7) Corurect all equipment to a 115V ac power source,
turn on the equipment, and allow 10 minutes for warm
up.

8) 211A Square Wave Generator Control Settings:
RANGE switch to X100.
FREQUENCY dial to 10.
AMPLITUDE control completely clockwise.

9) Connect the PRD 62?A Bolometer Mount to the
No. 1 415B.

6)

7)



6164 SIGNAL GENERATOR
1800 To 4000Mc

TUNER NO.2

-hp- Hot arzA
SLIDE SCREW TUNER

Figure 6-2. Checking H01

10) 616A Control Settings:
SIGNAL FREQUENCY control to 2200 mc.
ZERO SET control for a ZERO SET indication
on the meter.
FM-CW-OFF switch to EXT. NEG.
OUTPUT ATTEN.control for an upscale read-
ing on the No. 1 4158.

CAUTION

Do not exceedO dbm (1 mw) into the PRD 627A Bolo-

meter. , insert a

brretter.

11) Adjust the 211A Square Wave Generator FRE-
QUENCY control and SYMMETRY control for a max-
imum indication on the No. 1 4158.

12) Tune the No. 1 calibrating H01 872A for a maxi-
mum indication on tEe No-f +fSg.
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TEST
IN STRUMENT
(HOt 872A)

TUNER NO.I

-hp- Hot a7z A
SLIDE SCREW TUNER

872.4' Slide Screw Tuner Loss

13) Set the No. 2 4L5B RANGE switch for an upscale
deflection. Slide the 805.{ Slotted Line probe caniage
over the slotted line. The No. 1 4158 meter pointer
should not fluctuate more than xlflo. If it does, re-
duce the probe penetration. Note the position of the
carriage.

14) Set the No. 1 4158 GAIN controls for a O-db meter
reading.

15) Insert the H01 8?2A under test and the No. 2 ca^l-
ibrating H01 872A SlideTcr-ew Tuner betweerfT[d
805.4' Slotted Line and the No. 1 H01 872A.

16) Tune the No. 2 H01 872A for a maximum deflec-
tion on the No. 1 4158 meter.

1?) Slide the 805A probe carriage for a maximum
deflection on the No. 2 4158. Adjust the No. 2 4l5B
RANGE switch and GAIN control for a full scale de-
flection ("1" on the EXPANDED SWR scale).

-hp-2ll a
SQUARE WAVE

GENERATOR

o
o

SIGNAL GENERATOR

EXT.

- hp - AOSA
SLOTTED LINE
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18) Stide the probe carriage for a minimum No. 2
4158 deflection. Adjust the No. 2 calibrating H01 872A
for a SWR less than 1.01. Return t}te probe carriage
to the position in step 13.

19) Read the No. 1 4158. This is the attenuatlon of
the H01 872A under test and the No. 2 calibrating
H01 8?2A. ThEIosE;I-the H01 8?2A unciei-iesl-IE

approximately one-half of the measured attenuaH.on.

20) Repeat the measurement for SWR's of the II01 8?2A
under test of 1.3, 1.5,2.0, and 3.0. Plot the loss
versus SWR for the H01 8?2A under test at 2200 mc.
If desired it may be repeated-at ot-ffi-frequencies.
Graphs of twrer loss are useful for correcting power
measurements.

fi

fi.-$

N
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stcTt0il llil

1) Connect the equipment as shown in Figure ?-1.
Throughout this procedure, the )G70A being calibrated
will be referred to as the 'X870A under test". The

7-r sPEctFtcATtoNs

Correctable SWR:

Insertion loss at
maximum correct-
able SWR:

7-2 OPERATIONAT CHECK

2db

-hp-xtaza
ATTENUAToR

-hp-x53?A
FREOUENCY

METER

)(870A $HDt SCRilT rUl{ER

X8?0A used in the test setup will be referred to as
the "g4i!latingx870A".
2) 715A Klystron Power Supply Control Settings:

REFLECTOR RANGE switch to 600-900 volts.
MOD. SELECTOR switch to OFF.
BEAM VOLTS control to approximatety 880 volts.
REFLECTOR VOLTS control fully clockwise.
MOD. VOLT. control clockwise.

3) 4158 Standing Wave Indicator Control Settings:
INPUT SELECTOR switch to CRySTAL 2000.
RANGE switch to 30.
METER SCALE switch to NORMAL.
GAIN control fully clockwise.

4) Adjust the X382A Variable Attenuator to 20 db.

r Es r -hP-xg7oaINSTRUMENT Sllbe sCnewt-hp-XA7OA, TUNER

FAN

C><

rl
IrJ

q

-rp-8098 CARRIAGE

-rp- xSloB
SLOTTED SECTION

-hp-444A PROBE

-hp-715A
KLYSTRON

POWER SUPPLY

-hp-4158
STANDING WAVE

INDICATOR

,Figure 7-1. X870A Slide Screw Tuner Check
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5) Withdraw the probe of the X870A under test.

6) Connect the equipment to a 115V ac power source.
Turn on the klystron fan. T\rrn on all equipment and
allow it to warm up for 10 minutes.

7) Adjust the X-13 Klystron micrometer to any fre-
quency between 8.2 and 12.4 kmc.

8) Set the 7154' Klystron Power Supply MOD. SELEC-
TOR control to 1000.w . Decrease the REFLECTOR
VOLTS control setting until the klystron starts os-
cillating as indicated by a jurnp in the cathode current.

9) If necessary, adjust tfie 4158 RANGE switch for an
upscale deflection.

10) Adjust the 715.4, MOD. FREQ. control for maxi-
mum deflection on the 4158, adjusting the RANGE
switch as necessary.

11) Adjust the 715A REFLECTOR VOLTS and MOD.
VOLT. controls for maximum deflection on the 4158,
adjusting the RANGE switch as necessary.

12) Check the klystron frequency by adjusting the
X532A Frequency Meter until a dip occurs on the
4158. Note the frequency, then rotate the frequency
meter knob a quarter-turn from the reson€urce setting.

13) Move the probe carriage along the slotted section
to obtain a peak deflection on the 4158.

14) With the 415B GAIN control at nearly maximum
gain and the RANGE switch at 30, adjust the probe
penetration to obtain a reading of r'1 I' on the SWR
scale. The crystal in the Slotted Line probe will then
have the proper rf power input. After this adjust-
ment has been completed, the 4158 switches and the
probe carriage may be adjusted to any position during
the measurement without overloading the crystal.

15) Move the probe carriage along the slotted section
for a minimum deflection on the 4158. Note the SWR.
If the SWR is greater thar 3, adjust the RANGE switch
to the next position and note the indication on the 3 to
10 SWR scale. Adjust the calibrating X870A Slide
Screw Tuner probe for anEWEEtween 3 and 10.

16) Adjust the probe of the X870A under test for a
miminum SWR. Use the scale expanliEioiid6n=-trol on
the 4158 for more resolution. Decrease the Slot-
ted Line probe insertion and repeat the SWR measure-
ment until consecutive readings are within LVo of. each
other.

1?) The X870A under test is operating properly i_f the
SWR set by the calibrating X870A Slide Screw Tuner
can be reduced to a value less than 1.02.

7.3 TUNER IOSS GATIBRATTON

1) Connect the X8?0A under test to the X810B Slotted
Section as shown in Figure-?:I. Omit the calibrating
x870A Slide Screw Tuner from the setup.--

2) Set the 715A Klystron Power Supply and 4158
Standing Wave Indicator controls as described in 7-3.
Set the probe of the X870A under test for an SWR of
1.1 at 10.3 kmc using the tec-ffii@-described in7-2.

3) Connect the equipment as shown in Figure 7-2 to
measure the tuner loss.

4) 715.4, Control Settings:
REFLECTOR RANGE switch to 600-900.
MOD. SELECTOR switch to OFF.
BEAM VOLTS control to approximately 380.
REFLECTOR VOLTS control fully clockwise.
MOD. VOLT. control partially clockwise.

5) No. 1 4158 Standing Wave Indicator Control Set-
tings.

INPUT SELECTOR switch to BOLO.
BOLO BIAS CURRENT switch to HIGH.
RANGE switch to 40.
GAIN control to nearly maximum.
METER SCALE switch to EXPAND.

6) Set the X382A Variable Attenuator to 20 db.

7) No. 2 4l5B Control Settings:
INPUT SELECTOR switch to CRYSTAL 2004.
METER SCALE switch to EXPAND.
GAIN control to nearly maximum.
RANGE switch to 30.

8) Connect ttre equipment to a 115V ac power source.
Turn on the klystron fan. T\rrn on all equipment and
allow it to warm up for 10 minutes.

9) Set the X-13 Klystron micrometer control to 10.8
kmc.

10) Set the 7154 MOD. SELECTOR controt to 1000ru
Decrease the REFLECTOR VOLTS setting until the
klystron starts oscillating which is indicated by a
jump in the cathode current. If necessary switch the
REFLECTOR RANGE switch to 300-600. If necessary
change the X382A setting to obtain an upscal€ reading
in the No. 1 4158 meter.

CAUTION

Do not reduce the attenuation of the X382Abelow 10-
db or the barretter might be destroyed. For highest
accuracy, operate the X4858 with rf power input less
than 0.2 mw. If desired a 10 db pad may be inserted
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TEST INSTRUMENT
( x87OA)

SLIDE SCREW TUNER

, NO.2
-hp-xa7o A

SLIOE SCREW TUNER

-hp-xteza
ATTENUATOR

-hp-xstza
FREOUENCY

METER

Figure 7-2. Checking X8?0A Slide Screw Tuner Loss

-hp-x4ASB
DETECTOR MOUNT

t
between the X382A and X-13 to prevent barretter
damage.

11) Adjust the 715.{ MOD. FREe. controt for a maxi_
mum deflection on the No. I 4158 meter, adjustingthe
X382A as necessary.

_12) Adjust the ?lbA REFLECTOR VOLTS and MOD.
VOLT. controls for a maximum deflection on tfie No. 14158, adjusting the Xg82A 

"" 
,r"""""""y.-

14). Withdraw the probe of the No. I calibrating )G?0ASlide Screw Tuner. Tune the X48bB f;-;;mum in_dication on the No. I 4158. Th;;;";;the No. 1calibrating X8T0A for maximum inOicatitn.

15) Set the No. 2 41bB_ RANGE switch for an upscalereadrng. Slide the g0gB probe Carriag€ overthe slot_ted line. The No. 1 41bB meter poi;a; srrould notfluctuate more than LVo. fi it dou";;;e;;eihe probepenetration. Note the position of the a;;;iage.

NOTE
16)
No.

t{djust the GAIN control for a 0 db reading on the1 4158. If necessary adjust tfr" XIA2A.= 
t

An oscjlloscope and a detector mount equipped with acrystal provide a convenient method of monitoring theklystron for optimum operation. Adjust the K$s1ron
Power Supply REFLECTOR VOLTS arra UOO. VOf,t.controls so that a clean square wave of maximum
amplitude appears_ 01 

_t1" _" :" 1t:"_":n".

_1-1^98"t the klystron frequency by adjusting the
TI_3!A trYequency Meter until i aip 6ccrr"" on the No. 1
4_15B meter. Adjust the klystroni" n"""""ary. Read
the frequency and tJren adjust the )(5824, off resonance.

17) lrsert the X8?0A under test and the No. 2 calibra_
tilg )G70A between iFtNo. fgei&""u"g:ig?iffi"
Screw Tuner and the Slotted l,ine....'.-
18) fune No. 2 calib{atiqg Xg?0A for a maximumdeflection on the-Ml-fTIFB *ete". -- 

* '

19) SUae the Slotted Line probe carriage for a maxi_murir deflection on the No. 2 415E,, ai:""i tn" No. Z4158 RANGE and GArN controts f; iiil;;ate read_ing ("1" on the EXPANDED SWR;;"il-'

r-'l
ItJ

-hp-AO9B CARRTAGE

-l,p- xBtoB
SLOTTEO SECTION

-hp- 444A qROBE

-hp-7t5a
KLYSTRON

POWER SUPPLY

NO. I
- hp- 4tSB

STANDING WAVE
INDICATOR
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20) Stide the probe carriage for a minimum No. 2

4158 deftection. Adjust the No. 2 ealibrating X870A
Slide Screw T\rner for a SWR less Than-I]0l-Return
the probe carriage to the position in step 16.

21) Read the No. 1 4158. This is the attenuation of
the X870A under test and the No. 2 calibrating X870A
Slide ScreriffiEr. lhe loss ot ttreE?0,q.Iffier test

is approximately one-half of the measured attenuation.

22) Repeat the measurement for SWRrs of the X870A
under test of 1.3, 1.5, 2.0, 3.0. Plot the Ioss versus
SWRETIIe )$?0A under test at 10.3 kmc. If desired,
it may be repeated-at otherfrequencies. Graphs of
tuner loss are useful for correcting power measure-
ments.
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$rcTt0t{ llilt

t-t SPECtFtCATtONS

Frequency:

Sensitivity:

Calibration:

Range:

Accuracy:

Input:

1000 cps *270

0.1 microvolts at the 200
-ohm level for full scale
deflection.

Square law. The meter has
both SWR and db scales.

70 db. Inputattenuatorpro-
vides 60 db in 10-db steps.

+0.1 db perl0-dbstep. Cu-
mulative error *0.2 db max-
imum.

"BOLO" 200 ohms. Bias
provided for 8.4-ma bolo-
meter or L/100 amp tuse;
or 4.3-ma low-current bolo-
meter.

'CRYSTAL'| 200 ohms for
t}te crystal recti.fier, and
2001000 ohms for the crys-
tal rectifier as null indica-
tor.

t.2 POWER SUPPIY CHEGK

1) Remove the cabinet from the 41bB. Connect the
4158 to a 115 volt ac power souree. T\rrn on the in-
strument and allow it to warm up for lb minutes.

2) Connect the 410B Voltmeter between the cathode
(pin 3) of the series regulator tube V5 and chassis
ground.

3) _Adjust control R45 for a voltmeter reading of.245
volts dc with the line voltage at 11b votts.

4) Vary the line voltage from 103 to 127 votts with
the autotransformer. The voltmeter reading should

4158 STA]IDIilO tTAllT II{DICATOR

not vary more than *170.

5) Replace the cabinet.

E.3 MECHANICA1 ZERO SET

1) Turn on the 4158. When the meter movement
reaches the ambient temperature within the cabinet,
turn off the 4158.

2) Rotate tle mechanical zero-adjusting screw on the
meter cloclwise until the meter pointer is moving to
the left toward 1.3 on tlre D(PAIIDED SIVR scale. Stop
at 1.3. If the pointer passes 1.3, rotate the adjustment
screw clochrrise and re-approach from the high side
of the scale. Do not turn tfie adjustment screw coun-
terclockwise.

t.4 SENSITIYI?Y CATIBRATION

1) Connect the equipment as shown in Figure g-1.

2) 4158 Control Settings:
METER SCALE switch to NORMAL.
GAIN control to maximum.
RANGE switch to 0 db.
INPUT SELECTOR switch to CRySTAL 200KO.

3) 205AG Signal Generator Control Settings:
FREQ. RANGE switch to X10.
Frequency dial to 100.
Attenuators to 0.
MPEDANCE control to 600.
AMP control to 0.

4) Set the 400H Voltmeter range switch to 0.8 volts.

?) T_*" on all the equipment and altow it to warm up
for 15 minutes.

Q) Adjust the 205AG SrCnal Generator output and the
RT-5 Ratio Transformer for a deflection on tfre +tSg
meter.
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?) Adjust the 205AG frequency dial for maximum
metef'deflection. Adjust the.205AG output for full-
scale deflection and record the indication on the 400H
Voltmeter.

If the input voltage for fuIl-scale deflection is greater
than 0.2 volts, the 415B should be submitted to main-
tenance personnel.

8.5 RANGE SWITCH CATIBRATION

1) Use the equipment setup shown in Figure 8-1, but
omit the 400H Voltmeter.

2) 4158 Control Settings:
METER SCALE switch to EXPAND.
RANGE switch to 30.
INPUT SELECTOR switch to CRYSTAL 2000.
GAIN control to maximum gain.

3) Set the RT-5 Ratio Transformer to 0.0001.

4) Set the 205AG Signal Generator output for full-
scale meter deflection.

5) Adjust the 4158 gain for a reading exactly 0.1 db

below fuII scale.

6) Adjust the 4158 RANGE switch to 20 and the RT-5
to 0.001. Record the deviation from 0.1 db.

?) Reset the RANGE switch to 30 and the RT-5 to
0.0001. Check the initial meter settings.

8) Repeat the measurements until consistent readings
are obtained. Record the error in db.

TEST
I NSTRUMENT

A meter deflection to the left of the nominal reading
is recorded as a positive quantity, to the right as a
negative quantity. For example, when switching the
RANGE switch from 30 to 20 and the RT-5 from
0.0001 to 0.001 the meter deviates 0.1 db to the left
of reference. Hence the meter reading is 20.1 db or
an error of +0.1 db.

9) Repeat the measurements for the 4158, switching
from the 30 to the 10 and 0 ranges. The 415B and
RT-5 Ratio Transformer settings are shown in Table
8- 1.

TABLE 8-1. INSTRI'MEI{T SETTINGS FOR 4158
RANGE SWTTCH CALIBRATION (I)

10) To ca-librate the RANGE switch above 30 db, set
the 205AG attenuators to 60 db.

' THE UNITS SEPARATED
AT LEAST 18 INCHES\

USE SHIELDED CABLES

Figure 8-1. 4158 Standing Wave Indicator Sensitivity, Ranging, and Tracking Calibration

)

-hp- 4oOH
VACUUM TUBE

VlOLTMETER

@
@

-hp- 2O5AG

SIGNAL GENERATOR

GERTSCH RT-s
RATIO TRANSFORMER

4158 RANGE
Setting

RT-5 Ratio
Transformer

Setting

Error of
Reading in

db

30

20

10

0

0.0001

0.0010

0.0100

0.1000

0



11) Determine the errors in the 40- and b0-db steps
using the procedure described above and the instru_
ment control settings in Table 8-2.

TABLE 8-2. INSTRTIMET{T SETTINGS FOR 4158
RANGE SWTTCH CALTBRATTON (n)

4158 RANGE
Setting

RT-5 Ratio
Transformer

Setting

Error of
Reading in

db

30

40

50

0.100

0.010

0.001

0

12) To minimize the effects of noise on the 60-db
RANGE switch setting, reduce the 41bB gain and in-
crease the input signal. Set the 41bB RANGE switch
to 50 and the RT-5 to 0.01. Adjust the 41bB GAIN
control to the 0.1-db mark.

13) Adjust the 4158 to 60 and the RT-5 to 0.001.
Determine the error on the 60-db range relative to
that on the 50-db r:mge. Add the erroion the 60-db
range to that on the 50-db range and record.

E-6 TRACKING CATIBRATION

1) Corurect the equipment as shown in Figure g-1 but
omit the 400H Voltmeter.

2) 4l5B Control Settings:
METER SCALE switch to EXpAND.
RANGE switch to 30.
GAIN control to maximum gain.

3) Set the RT-5 to 0.1.

4) Set the 205AG output for full-scale meter indica-
tion.

5) Adjust the RT-5 to the readings in Table g-3 and
record the errors. If the errors exceed 0.02 db, re-
move the cabinet and adjust R33. Repeat the mea-
surements until tlte readings are within specifications.
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TABLE 8-3. EXPANDED DB SCALE TRACKING
CALIBRATION

6) Set the 4158 METER SCALE switch to NORMAL.

7) Set the RT-5 to 0.1.

p-) Set the 205AG output for tult-scale meter deflec_
tion.

9) Adjust the RT-5 to the readings in Tabte 8_4 andrecord the errors.

TABLE 8-4 NORMAL DB SCALE TRACKING
CALIBRATION

10) To check the 41bB -bdb switch, adjusttheMETER
SCALE switch to -bdb and the nt-S to O.OS1O. eA_just the 205AG for a full scale deflection. Set the
METER SCALE switch to NORMAL and the RT-b to0.1. The 4158 should again reid full scale. Any
deviation indicates error.

RT-5 Ratio
Transformer

Setting

4158 Reading
in db

Enor in
db

0.0891

0.0794

0.0708

0.0631

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

RT-5 Ratio
Transformer

SettinC

4158 Reading
in db

Error in
db

0.0794

0.0631

0.0501

0.0316

0.0100

1

2

3

5

10
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9.I SPECIFICATIONS

Power Ranges:

External
Bolometer:

5 ranges. Full scale readings
of 0.1, 0.3, 1, 3, and 10 mw.
Also calibrated in dbm, -20 to
+10 dbm.

Resistance level of 100 or 200
ohms available. Positive or
negative temperature coeffi-
cients. DC bias up to 16 ma.

x5% of. full scale reading.

sEcTl0il tx

43OC POITER ]'|ETTR

100- or 400-cps source with a 0.25% aAcuracy. The
meter must be checked at voltages of 0;2,0.5, 1, and
3 volts.)

2) 430C Control Settings:
COEF switch to NEG.
RES switch to 200.
BIAS CURRENI switch to OFF.
ZERO SET controls fully counterclockwise.
POWER RANGE switch to 10 mw.

3) Connect the equipment to a source of 115V ac
power. T\rrn on the equipment and set the BIAS CIIR-
RENT and ZERO SET controls for an up-scale meter
indication. Allow the instrument to warm up for 20
minutes.

4) Zero-set tlre 430C using the BIAS CIJRRENT and
ZERO SET controls. Record the voltage indicated on
the 400H VTVM. This voltage must fall within the
range indicated in tlte ZERO SET column in Table 9-1.

5) Set the meter on tfie 430C to full scale using the
BIA,S CIIRRENI and ZERO SET controls. Record the

Accuracy:

9-2 RAPID CATIBRATION CHECK

The following test may be performed with the 430C
in its cabinet. This test is an indication of accurate
power measurements on all ranges of the 430C.

1) Connect the equipment as shown in Figure 9-1.
(The VTVM must be newly calibrated using either a

TEST
INSTRUMENT

-hp-etoc

BOLOMETER

\----l\rpr-hp- 4778
THERMISTOR MOUNT

BNC
TO BANANA PLUGS

-hp- 4OOH
VACUUM TUEE

\OLTMETER

Figure 9-1. CheckingOperation of the 430C Power Meter
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voltage indicated by the 400H VTVM. This voltage
must be within the voltage timits f.ot *5% error in
the measurement of subsitiuted power for the par-
ticular zero set voltage condition. The voltages with
asterisks indicate the ideal values.

6) If desired, check the other 430C power ranges.
Multiply the voltages in Table 9-1 by the following
values to obtain the zero-set and full-scale voltages
for the remaining ranges.

RANGE switch to 300V.

4) Turn on the equipment and allow it to warm up.

CAUTION

fire 430C contains voltages as high as 250 volts.
care in handling the chassis.

Use

5) Set the 430C COEF switch to POS. Do not make
any connection to the VOLTMETER jack.

6) Measure ttre voltage from pin 6 of tube V8 to ground
using the 4108 Voltmeter DC and COMMON leads.
If the voltage is not 250 volts *3 volts, adjust resistor
R?5. R?5 is found near tubes V9 and V7.

?) Vary the line voltage from 103 to 127 volts. Allow
one minute for the voltage to stabilize before measur-
ing the regulated voltage. The voltage should not vary
more than +170.

9.4 METER MECHANICAT ZERO
CATIBRATION

1) Turn the 430C to its proper position.

2) Turn the power on and allow the equipment to warm
up to operating temperature. Then turn the power
off.

3) Rotate the meter mechanical zero adjusting screw
(located below the window on the meter) clockwise
until the meter pointer is traveling downscale toward
zero and stops at zero. If the pointer goes too far,
continue clockwise rotation of the screw until the

43OC RANGE----3 mv
1mv
0.3 mv
0.1 mv

Muitiplier
0.5623
0.3162
0.1778
0.1000

If the 430C voltages agree with those in the table or
the calculated values, the Power Meter is calibrated.
If the readings do not check, proceed with the cali-
bration.

?) Turn the BIAS CIIRRENT switch to OFF and the
ZERO SET controls fully counterclockwise before
disconnecting the Thermistor Mount.

9.3 POWER SUPPTY CHECK

1) Turn off the 430C.

2) Loosen the two screws at the back of the cabinet
and then remove the cabinet. Turn the chassis on its
side.

3) 4108 Vacuum Tube Voltmeter Control Settings:
SELECTOR switch to +.

tr\\

TABLE 9.1. POWER METER CALIBRATION VOLTAGES FOR 10 MILLIWATT RANGE

Zero Set
Bolometer
Voltage

Full Scale Bolometer Voltage

-5% Error In
Substitute Power

0% Error In
Substitute Power

*570 Error In
Substitute Power

1.50

1.52

1.54

1.55

1.56

1.58

1.60

0.387

0.459

0.521

0.550

0.5?8

0.630

0.678

0.500

0.557

0.610

0.632

0.658

0.705

0.?48

0.592

0.641

0.68?

0.709

0.730

0.772

0.813



pointer is again traveling downscale and stops exactly
on zefo.

9-5 VOTTMETER GATIBRATION

1) 430C Control Settings:
BIAS CURRENT switch to OFF.
ZERO SET controls fully counterclockwise.
COEF switch to POS.
RES switch to 200.
POWER RANGE switch to 1.0 mw.

2) Connect the equipment as shown in Figure 9-2.

3) Turn on the equipment and allow it to warm up.

4) Adjust the 430C BIAS CURRENT and ZERO SET
controls so the 400H VTVM indicates exactly 0.465

Figure 9-2. 430C Power Meter Calibration'
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volts.

5) Ttre meter on the 430C should now indicate exactly
zero. If not, adjust resistor R59.

6) Adjust the BL{S CIIRREIIT and ZERO SET controls
for an indication on the 400H VTVM of exactly 0.190
volts.

7) The meter on the 430C shoutd now indicate full
scale. If not, adjust resistor R63. Repeat steps 3
through 7 until no further improvement can be made.
The 430C is now calibrated. If desired, stability,
oscillator frequency, and bolometer bridge resistance
checks maybe made. The procedure is fully described
in the 430C Power Meter Operating Ivlanual. Normally
it is not necessary to mal<e these checks unless com-
ponents have been replaeed.

TEST
I NSTRUMENT

------l(
Ir Il(
l!
\_ _ _ __./

-hP-qtoc

lro.ourr.^

t
-hp- 477A

THERMISTOR MOUNT

-hp- 4oOH
VACUUM TUBE

VOLTMETER
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614A AllD

sEcTl0l{ )(

616A SIGIIAL GE}IERATOR

IO.I SPECIFICATIONS

Frequency
Range:

Frequency Calibration
Accuracy:

Output Range:

Output Accuracy:

Internal Impedance:

Modulation:

Internal Pulse
lation:

Modu- Repetition rate variable
from 40 to 4000 pulses
per second; pulse length
variable from 1 to 10
pseq delay variable from

IO.2 PRETIMINARY

3 to 300 psec (between
synchronizing signal and
rf pulse).

Puls e requirements:
Amplitude from 40 to 70
volts positive or nega-
tive, width 1.0 psec (2.0
trrsec for 616A) to 2500
psec. May be square
wave modulated.

1. Simultaneous with rf
pulse.

2. Inadvance of rf pulse,
variable 3 to 300 psec.
(eoth approximately 1.0
trrsec rise time, 10 to 50
volts amplitude.)

Amplitude from 10 to 50
volts of either positive or
negative polarity and 1 to
20 psec width. May also
be synchronized with
sine waves.

Oscillator frequency
sweeps at power line fre-
quency. Phasing and
sweep range controls
provided. Maximum de-
viation approximately *5
mc.

NOTES

This procedure describes the calibration of the 614A
and 616A Signal Generators. The pulse rate, pulse
delay, and pulse width controls very seldom require
adjustment and usually only need to be calibrated when
tubes are changed.

614A:800to2100mega-
cycles.

616A: 1800 to 4000 meg-
acycles.

rr%

1 mw or 0.223 volt to 0.1
pv (0 dbm to -127 dbm)
into a 50-ohm load. Di-
rectly calibrated in mi-
crovolts and d.ecibels;
continuously monitored.

614,4': within *1 db from
-10 dbm to -127 dbm at
the end of a 6-footoutput
cable terminated in a 50-
ohm load.

6164: within +1.5 db
from -?dbmto -12?dbm
atthe endofa 6-foot out-
put cable, terminated in
a 50-ohm load.

6144: 50 ohms, nominal.
SWR Iess than 1.6.

616A: 50 ohms, nominal.
SWR less than 1.8.

Internal or external pulse
and internal fm.

External
PuIse
Modulation:

Trigger
Pulses
Out:

External Sync
Pulse Re-
quired For
Internal
Modulation:

FM Modu-
lation
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To remove t}re signal generator chassis from the case
proceed as follows:

1) Place the signal generator on a low surface or the
floor with the panel upward.

2) Turn the POWER SET and OUTPUT ATTEN. con-
trols fully countercloclsrise. The precaution will pre-
vent damage to the output cable or attenuator.

3) Loosen the eight knurled captive screws around
the edge of the front panel and carefully lift the gen-
erator out of the case by the guard rail handles.

Replace the case by reversing the above procedure.
Be sure that the output cable between the attenuator
and the front panel does not catch on the case.

CAUTION

Use care when making tests with the Model 614A or
616A operating with the cover removed. Regulated
voltages up to 600 volts are used throughout the cir-
cuits of the sigaal generator.

IO.3 REGUIATED POWER SUPPTY
CALIBRATION

1) Connect tlte equipment to a 1-15V ac power source.
Turn on the equipment and allow it to warm up for 10

minutes.

2) Measure the voltage between pin 7 of tube V10? and
ground with the 4108 Voltmeter. The voltage should
be -320 volts.

3) If necessary adjust resistor R152 located on the
rear of the instrument chassis for exactly -320 volts.

4) Vary tlre line voltage from 103 to 127 volts to check
the regulation. The power supply voltage should not
vary more than *2 volts.

IO.4 KTYSTRON CHECK

1) Connect the 420A Crystal Detector to the Signal
Generator RF OUTPUT. Connect the output of the
420A to the oscilloscope vertical input.

2) Signat Generator Control Settings:
ZERO SET control for a zero-set meter reading.
FM-CW-OFF switch to CW.
POWER SET control for a power set reading.
OUTPUT ATTEN.control for 0 dbm.
FM-CW-OFF switch to INT.
PUISE RATE and PUISE WIDTTI controls to their
maximum positions.

3) Adjust the oscilloscope vertical sensitivity and
sweep speed for a good presentation on the screen.

4) Vary the Signal Generator FREQUENCY control
over the entire range and observe the pulsed output.
The klystron should give pulsed operation over the
entire range. If it does not, refer to the manual.

TO.5 FREQUENCY DIAT CATIBRATION

1) Connect the equipment as shown in Figure 10-1.

2) Check the 5248 or D Electronic Counter thermom-
eter to insure that the output is up to operating tem-
perature. If the 524B power cord has been disconnec-
ted for any appreciable amornt of time, a three-hour

r ---- - -]
TEST

I NSTRU MENT

RF OUTPUT

LOW FREQUENCY MIXER

OSCILLATOR INPUT

SIGNAL INPUT

000000nn
-hp- 5248 OR 524D
ELECTRONIC COUNTER

- hp-5258
FREQUENCY
CONVERTER

Figure 10-1. Frequency Dial Calibration



warm-up is required with the POWER switch in the
STANDBY position.

When the 5248 crystal is up to operating temperature,
set the Signal Generator, 540B Transfer Oscillator,
and the 5248 Electronic Courter pOWER switches to
the ON position and allow t}te instruments to warm up
for at least 15 minutes.

Self-check the 5248 Electronic Counter to insure pro-
per operation.

3) Connect the signal from the Signal Generator to
the 5408 Transfer Oscillator low frequency mixer
SIGNAL INPUT jack.

4) Set the 5408 VIDEO RESPONSE controts to their
maximum clockwise positions.

5) Turn the 5rl0B FINE VERNIER control to the center
of its rotation (white dot straight up).

6) Set the 5248 Electronic Counter conbol,s as follows:
FIJNCTION SELECTOR suritch to FREeUENCy.
FREQUENCY UNIT switch to 0.01 seconds.
DISPLAY TIME control fully counterclockwise.

7) Signal Generator Control Settings:
ZERO-SET control for a zero set meter read-
ing with FM-CW-OFF switch set to OFF.
FM-CW-OFF switch to CW.
POWER SET control for a power set reading.
OUTPUT ATTEN. control to -10 dbm.
Frequency control 614A - 2100 mc.

616A - 4000 mc.

8) Tune the 5rl0B Tfansfer Oscillator COARSE \IERN-
IER tuning control until a response is seen on the
oscilloscope screen. Adjust the IttITH.ISfIy and FG
CUS controls for a clear trace. T\rne as close to a
zero-beat as iis conveniently possible with the COARSE
VERNIER control.

For more trace resolution, use an external oscillo-
scope. Connect the vertical input to ttre brtOB Trans-
fer Oscillator VIDEO OUTPUT jack.

9) With.the 5408 FINE VERNIER tuning control, re-
duce the'difference-frequency response on the oscillo-
scope to as close to a zero-beat as the stablity of the
measured signal will allow. Absolute zero-beat will
be obtained when the oscilloscope trace appears as a
horizontal line. Various looped-patterns are obtained
as the 5408 is tuned slightly away from the measured
frequency. Any distinct pattern, such as one of those
illustrated in the 540E} Transfer Oscillator ffi1rral is
sufficiently close to zero-beat for most measure-
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ments, and is more practical to use t}tan the absolute
zero-beat.

10) Measure the fundamental frequency of the mixing
signal with the 524B Electronic Counter by first set--
ting the MD(ER-DIRECT-WAVEMETER switch to
WAVEMETER. T\rne the MDONG FREeUENCY SE-
LECTOR control until the tuning eye closes. Set the
MDCIG FTTEQIJENCY control to the position indicated
by the MDilNG FREQUENCY SELECTOR dial. Set
the MDGR-DIRECT-WAVEMETER switch to MD(ER.
The fundamental frequency is obtained by adding the
reading of the MDfiNG FREQUENCy control (fre-
quency in mc) to the reading on the display system
(frequency in kc). It is also indicated 

-on 
the b40B

Transfer Oscillator tuning dial.

11) Tune the 5408 Transfer Oscillator COARSE
VERNIER tuning control for an adjacent b40B Trans-
fer Oscillator mixing frequency that produces a zero-
beat and measiure the fundamental frequency with the
5248 Electronic Counter as before. When 

-two 
adja-

cent transfer oscillator frequencies produce zero-
beats, the harmonic number (Nf) of f1 can befound
by following the formula:

f.q.\1 = -Ti--:--E- -

where N1 is always a whole number, and f1 is the
larger of the two fundamental frequencies.

The frequency of the Signal Generator is then:

t = Ntft.

12) If_i! is necessary to adjust the rf output frequen-
cy to 2100 (4000 for the 6tGA) megacycles, lobsen
one set screw in the frequency drive gear hub be-
hind the front panel. The set screw will be visible
when the 614A tuning dial is set to approximately
1800 megacycles or the 616A set to 2i00 mc.
13) Set the frequency to exacily 2100 or 4000 mc.

14) Ioosen the remaining set serew and while hold-
ing the drive shaft stationary in the gear hub with
pliers, turn the frequency dial until 2100 or 4000
is under the hairline.

15) Tighten the set screws. Check the frequency
dial calibration across the full frequency range ana
refine the above adjustments :xl necessary for the de-
sired frequency dial calibration accuracy.

I0-6 PUTSE RATE CATIBRATION

1) Connect the Signal Generator SYNC OUT connec-
tor to the 5248 Electronic Counter SIGNAL INPUT
jack.
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2) Set the 5248 Electronic Counter FUNCTION SE-
LECTOR switch to FREQUENCY and the FREQUENCY
IJNIT control to 10 sec.

3) Signal Generator Control Settings:
FM-CW-OFF switch to INT.
SYNC SELECTOR switch to X10.
PULSE RATE switch to 100.
PULSE DELAY control to its minimum position.

Other controls may be set to any position.

Screwdriver adjustment resistor R107 to its
mechanical center of rotation.
Screwdriver adjustment resistor R110 to three-
fourths of fully clockwise.

4) Adjust the PULSE RATE control to obtain 1000
pps as read on the counter.

5) Set the SYNC SELECTOR switch to X1. If neces-
sary, adjust resistor R107 to obtain 100 pps on the
frequency counter.

6) If necessary, slip the dial on the shaft so that it
reads 100.

?) Set the PULSE RATE control to read 400 and the
SYNC SELECTOR to X10. Measure the pulse repeti-
tion rate. If necessary, adjust resistor Rl10 to ob-
tain 4000 pps.

8) Recheck the intermediate calibration points and
refine the above adjustments for further improve-
ment. The PULSE RATE dial is within calibration
iI the pulse rate is within x2\flo of. the indicated pulse
rate.

IO.7 PUTSE DETAY CALIBRATION

1) Connect the Signal Generator SYNC OUT con-
nector to the oscilloscope external sync and the RF
OUTPUT to the vertical input through a 420A Crys-
tal Detector.

2) Signal Generator Control Settfrgs:
FM-CW-OFF switch to Ilr1"I.
SYNC SELECTOR switch to X10.
PULSE RATE switch to 100.
PULSE DELAY control to maximum clockwise
position for maximum delay.
Other controls may be set in any position.

3) Oscilloscope Control Settings:
Sync selector to External.
Trigger slope switch to +.

Adjust the vertical sensitivity and sweep speed
for a good presentation.

4) Measure the actual pulse delay between the SYNC
OUT pulse and the demodulated RF OUTPUT pulse.
If necessary, adjust resistor R197 (R188 for 616A) to
obtain a maximum pulse delay of between 330 and
350 microseconds.

5) Set the PUISE DELAY control for minimum de1ay.
Measure the actual delay. The minimum delay should
be 3 microseconds or less. If it is not, try another
tube (6JO) for delay muttivibrator tube V104.

6) Set the PUISE DELAY dial to obtain a S0-micro-
second delay as read on the calibrated oscilloscope.
If necessary, slip the PULSE DELAY dial so that it
reads 50.

7) Set the PUISE DELAY dial to 300. Measure the
actual pulse delay, and if necessary, adjust resistor
R197 (R188 for 616A) to obtain a delay of 300 micro-
seconds. Refine the above adjustments to obtain the
best over-all accuracy.

IO-E PUTSE WIDTH CATIBRATION

1) Corurect the Signal Generator RF OUTPUT to the
oscilloscope vertical input through a 420A Crystal
Detector.

2) Signal Generator Control Settings:
FM-CW-OFF switch to INT.
SYNC SELECTOR switch to X10.
PULSE RATE switch to 100.
PUISE WIDTH control for maximum pulse width.
SIGNAL FREQUENCY control for a signal fre-
quency which gives an average length output
pulse, or where desired.

The remaining controls may be set to any position.

3) Oscilloscope Control Settings:
Sync selector to External.
Trigger slope switch to +.

Adjust the vertical sensitivity and sweep speed
for a good presentation.

4) Measure the actual rf pulse width. If necessary,
adjust resistor R185 to obtain a murimum pulse width
of approximately 14 microseconds.

5) Set the PULSE WIDTH control to obtain a two-
microsecond-long rf output pulse as read on oscillo-
scope. If necessary, slip the PULSE WIDTH dial on
its shaft to make it read two microseconds.

6) Set the PUISE WIDTH dial to read 10. If neces-
sary, adjust resistor R185 to obtain a pulse width of
10 microseconds.



?) Check the overall calibration and refine the above
adjustments for best overall accuracy or the particu-
lar calibration desired.

IO.9 POWER IIONITOR AND RF OUTPUT
ATTENUATOR CATIBRATION

If the power monitor probe or attenuator probe is re-
placed or repaired, the calibration of the attenuator
dial will be a.ffected and it must be recalibrated as in-
structed below. The main operations are: setting
the power monitor probe to the correct depth (not re-
quired if power monitor probe is undisturbed); meas-
uring the frequency response of the attenuator and
calibrating it.

POWER MONITOR PROBE PENETRATION

1) With the Signal Generator removed from its cab-
inet and operating on CW, tune across the band and
note the frequency which gives the lowest reading on
the POWER SET meter. Set the signal generator to
this frequency.

2) Set the POIW'ER SET diat for maximum penetration
of the power monitor probe. Note the rotational posi-
tion of the probe so that this position can be maintained
while adjusting the depth.

3) Ioosen the set screws holding the probe and adjust
the depih so that a +2 reading is obtained on tfie POW-
ER SET meter. Tighten the set screws.

4) Tune the Signal Generator to the rf frequency giv-
ing the highest reading on the POWER SET meter.
With the POWER SET control turned to minimum, it
should now be possible to obtain a reading as low as
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-2 or -3 db below POWER SET on the meter scale.
If it is not possible to obtain such a reading, the pow-
er monitor must be carefully withdrawn a very small
amount to obtain the best compromise between this
reading and the one obtained in step 3. In any com-
promise of this setting, it must always be possible
to obtain a reading at POWER SET on the meter at
any rf output frequency.

ATTENUATOR CALIBRATION

1) Connect the equipment as shown in Figure 10-2.

2) Signal Generator Control Settings:
FM-CW-OFF switch to OFF.
FREQIIENCY control to 800 mc for 614A and 1800
mc for 6164.

3) 430C Power Meter Control Settings:
BIAS CIIRREI.II control to OFF.
COARSE and FINE controls fully cormterclockwisti.
RES switch to 200.
COEF switch to NEG.
POWER RANGE switch to 0.1 mw for 614A, 0.3
mw for 616A.

4) Connect the 430C Power Meter to a 115V ac,
50/1000-cps power source. T\rrn on the Power Meter
and allow it to warm up for 15 minutes.

5) Set the BIAS CURRENT switch to the first step of
the 10-16 MA position.

6) Rotate the ZERo SET controls clockwise. If the
pointer goes off-scale at the high end or moves to a
position on-scale, zero-set the meter with the ZERO
SET control.

TEST
TNSTRUMENT

(SIGNAL GENERATOR)r-------'r
-hP- Hot a72A

SLIDE SCREW TUNER

AC-t6F
RF CABLE

-hP-qtoc
MICROWAVE

POWER METER

Figure 10-2. Signal Generator Attenuator Calibration
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If the pointer rests off-scale at the low end, return the
ZERO SET controls to the fully counterclockwise pos-
ition. Increase the BIAS CURRENT switch setting
one step at a time and attempt to zero the meter. Al-
ways return the ZERO SET controls to the fully coun-
terclockwise position (minimum bias) before advanc-
ing the BIAS CIIRREITIT switch to the next higher posi-
tion. Do not go beyond the setting which corresponds
to the maximum current for the bolometer in use.

7) Adjust the ZERO SET control for a zero-set on the
PO'vI/ER SET meter. Then set the CW-FM-OFF switch
to CW and adjust the POWER SET control to obtain a
reading at SET LEVEL on the POWER SET meter.

T\rne the H01 872A Slide Screw Tuner for maximum
power and set the output attenuator to obtain a reading
of -11 dbm for the 614A and -? dbm for the 616A' on
the external power meter. Note the attenuator dial
indication. This attenuator reading must be used for
all the power measurements made at the remaining
frequencies.

8) Repeat the above power measurement at each 200-
megacycle interval over the full frequency range of
the generator. Record the power reading made at each
frequency on a graph, so that a frequency response
curve of the Signal Generator is obtained.

9) Determine the power level and the rf output fre-
quency at the mid-power point in the frequency re-
sponse curve thus obtained. Tune the Signal Gene-
rator to this frequency.

10) At this frequency adjust the attenuator probe pen-
etration to make the actual power reading on the ex-
ternal power meter and the attenuator dia-l calibration
agree. To adjust the probe penetration, loosen the set
screws in the collar and move the probe for the pro-
per attenuation. If the attenuator dial is not more than
1 db out of calibration, the dial may be shifted on the
shaft. To calibrate the dial by shifting it, remove the
center cover on the attenuator dial. Loosen the two
set screws in the collar holding the attenuator dial and

slip the dial until the -11 dbm or -7 dbm mark on the
dial is under the index line. This adjustment must be
made without moving the attenuator plunger. Tighten
both set screws. Replace the dial cover and check that
the power meter indicates -11 dbm or -7 dbm when
the attenuator dial is set to -11 dbm or -7 dbm.

CAUTION

The power set and output attenuator drive systems are
spring-loaded and work on a common fixed shaft that
protrudes through the attenuator dial. The center
cover on the attenuator dial is held by a single screw
into the end of the fixed shaft. The spring loading
might be accidentally lost if the attenuator dial or ring
around the dial is pulled away from the panel while the
screw for the dial cover is removed.

IO.IO EXTERNAL MODUTATION CHECK

1) Connect the Signal Generator RF output to the os-
cilloscope vertical input through a 420 Crystal Detec-
tor. Connect the Signal Generator EXT. MOD. con-
nector to the 211A Square Wave Generator output.

2) Signal Generator Control Settings:
FM-CW-OFF switch to EXT. POS.
OUTPUT ATTEN. switch to -10 dbm.
FREQUENCY control to any setting.

3) 211A Square Wave Generator Control Settings:
AMPLITUDE control to maximum.
Frequency control to any setting above 200 cps.

4) Oscilloscope Control Settings:
Sync selector to internal.
Trigger slope to +.

Adjust the ve rtical sensitivity and a swe ep speed
for a good presentation.

5) Observe the output waveform on the oscilloscope.
Switch to FM-CW-OFF switch to EXT.NEG.and check
the output waveform.

tD'
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Supply No. 1

(Beam Supply):

Supply No. 2

(Reflector
Supply):

Filament
Supply:

Modulation
(Supply
No. 2):

Because of the high voltage on the output terminals,
make all connections before turmng on the ?15A KIys-
tron Power Supply. -

II.2 BEAffT VOTTAGE SUPPTY
CATIBRATION

1) Connect the 4108 Voltmeter common lead to the
?15A ground and the DC probe to the C terminal.

2) Set the 410E} Voltmeter SELECTOR switch to r'- rr

and the RANGE switch to 1000V.

3) Set the MOD. SELECTOR and REFLECTOR RANGE

switches to OFF.

4) Connect the irstruments to a 115V ac power source.
Ttrrn on the equipment and allow it to warm up for five
minutes.

5) Switch the MOD. SELECTOR switch to CW and the

REFLECTOR RANGE switch to 0-300. Turn the

BEAM VOLTS dial from one stop to the other. The

voltage range should be at least from -250 to -400
volts.- Compare the dial reading with the 4108 Volt-
meter reading and loosen the screws and slip the
dial, if necessary, until they coincide.

6) Vary the line voltage with the autotransformer
from 103 to t21 volts to check regulation. The maxi-
mum beam voltage variation should be less than l7o

for t1070 changeJin line voltage (115 volts nominal).

IT-3 REFTECTOR YOTTAGE SUPPTY
CATIBRATION

1) Connect the 4108 Voltmeter common lead to the
?15A C terminal and the DC probe to the R terminal.

2) Set the 4108 Voltmeter SELECTOR switch to r'- tt

and the RANGE switch to 1000V.

3) Turn the MOD. SELECTOR switch to CW and the

REFLECTOR RANGE to 0-300. Turn the REFLEC-
TOR VOLTS dial from one stop to the other and note

the readings. Repeat for the 300-600 and 600-900
ranges. If consistent errors exist, loosen the dial
sc"ews and slip the diat to complete the ca-Iibration'

7I5A IftYSTROil POITER

Voltage range, -250 to -400
volts; maximum current, 30 ma
at 250 volts, and 50 ma at 400
volts; regulation, less than lflo
change from no loadto full ioad
or for line voltage variations
of 115 volts +10%; riPPle, Iess
than ? mv; calibrated voltage
controls provided.

Voltage range, 0 to -900 volts
with respect to suPPlY No. 1;

maximum current, 10 Pa; reg-
ulation, within 170 for line volt-
ages of 115 votts t1070 for fixed
currents; ripPle, Iess than 10

mv; calibrated voltage controls
provided.

1.5 amperes at 6.3V ac.

Square-wave modulation: atn-
plitude, 0to 120 volts Peak-to-
peak; rise and decaY time, Iess
than 10 mic ros econds ;frequen-
cy,900 to 1100cPs. Sinusoidal
modulation: frequencY, 60 cPs;
amplitude, 350 voits Peak-to-
peak. External modulation:
input impedance, 100 1000 ohms.

CAUTION
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4) Set the MOD. SEL,ECTOR and REFLECTOR RANGE
switches to OFF.

5) Vary the line voltage with the autotransformer
from 103 to t27 volts to check regulation. The maxi-
mum reflector voltage variation should be less than
lVofor +1070 changes in Iine voltage (115 volts nomi-
nal).

TI.4 TIODULATION GHECK

1) Connect the 5248 Electronic Counter SIGNAL IN-
PUT jack to the 715.A ground and R terminal.

2) ?15A Control Settings:
REFLECTOR VOLTS control to minimum.
BEAM VOLTS control to minimum.
MOD. SELECTOR switch to 1000T '
REFLECTOR RANGE switch to 0-300.

3) 5248 Electronic Countei Control Settings:
FUNCTION SELECTOR switch to FREQUENCY.

FREQUENCY UNIT control to L sec.
DISPLAY TIME control fully counterclockwise.
MD(M,-DIRECT-WAVEMETER Switch to DIREC T.

4) Adjust the MOD. FREQ. control to measure mini-
mum and maximum frequencies. The frequency should
be variable from 900 to 1100 cps.

5) Corurect an oscilloscope to the same terminals and
adjust the oscilloscope controls for a presentation on
the screen. The AMPLITITDE control should provide
a 110-volt peak-to-peak wave. Measure the rise and
decay times. They should be no greater than 10 mic-
roseconds.

6) Switch the 715A MOD. SELECTOR control to 60rv
modulation. The AMPLITUDE control should pro-
vide at least 350 volts peak-to-peak.

7) With the MOD. SELECTOR in the 60n' position,
adjust the oscilloscope sweep speed so that one cycle
completely fills 10 centimeters of the screen. Vary-
ing the PHASE control should move the trace about
1.5 centimeters.

Fr
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GENERAL:

Frequency Range:

Tlpe of InPut
Signal:

Input Signal
LeveI:

Accuracy:

Stabitity:

Dial Accuracy:

Output:

AMPLIFIER:

10 mc to at least 12.4 kmc.

CW, AM, FM, or pulse.

Maximum, +20 dbm. Mimimum,
depends on the mixer and fre-
quency.

CW, approximately one in 107
or better for stable signal. De-
pends on the character of the
unknown signal, the accuracy
of comparison, and the accur-
acy with which the fundament-
aI is mbasured. See the dis-
cussion inthe Microwave Stan-
dards Techniques Application
Note.

Less than 0.A02Vo change per
minute a"fter a thirty-minute
warm-up period.

r0.57o.

Approximately 2 volts into 50
ohms. Adjusted for optimum
crystal harmonic generation.

100 cyctes to 2 megacycles.

3-dbpoint adjustable from be-
low 1 kc to above 2 mc.

3-db point switched from 100
cycles to below 10 kc, then con-
tinuously adjustable to above
400 kc.

1 volt rms usable signal across
1000 ohm load.

)

OSCILLATOR:

Fundamental
Frequency Range: 100 mc to 220 mc.

Harmonic
Frequency Range: Above 12.4 kmc.

Maximum Undis-
torted Output:

OSCILLOSCOPE:

Frequency Range: 100 cps to 200 kc.

Vertical
Deflection
Sensitivity: 5 mv rms per inch.

Horizontarsweep:fJi"i::tt::lt"T; j1,""1"'3,:;!;

frequency with phase control.

I2-2 PRETIMINARY NOTES

To remove the 5408 from the cabinet, place the in-
strument on its back to gain access to the bottom.
Loosen the two large slotted set screws, one on each
side of the bottom, toward the front of the panel.
Withdraw these screws about one-quarter inch. The
front panel and chassis are now free and the cabinet
can be lifted off.

The High Frequency Mixer contains a high-pass
filter. The shunt inductor of this filter is made of a
piece of copper wire 0.001 inch in diameter. DO NOT
CHECK THXS CIRCIIT WITH AN OHMMETER as ex-
cessive current flow will cause the wire to burn out.
The inductor is not field-replaceable.

Check the tubes before changing the setting of any
internal control. Adjustments made in an attempt
to compensate for defective tubes or circuit com-
ponents will often complicate a calibration problem.

)

5408 TRAI{SFER oSClttAT0R

Bandwidth:

High Frequency
Control:

Low Frequency
Control:

Gain: Adjustable to 40 db maximum.
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MAKE ADJUSTMENTS ONLY IF THE RESULTS OF
THE TEST ARE NOT WITHIN THE LIMITS GIVEN.

T2.3 POWER SUPPTY CHECK

Check the setting of the power supply voltages. DO
NOT ADJUST THESE IN ORDER TO REFINE THE
SETTINGS I]NLESS THE VOLTAGE IS COMPLETLY
OUTSIDE THE RANGE OF SPECIFICATIONS.

1) To check the regulated +225-volt supply, connect
the reference DC voltmeter to the small red lead on
the left-hand resistor board at the rear of the instru-
ment.

2) This voltage should read +225 (+9) volts with
a 115V ac power input. Adjust resistor R73 if the
voltage exceeds these specifications. If the voltage
cannot be adjusted, consult the manual.

NOTE

Re-set the filament oscillator voltage whenever the
+225-volt supply is adjusted.

3) Check the operation of the regulated +225 volt
supply by varying the line voltage from 103 to t21
volts with an autotransformer. If the voltage varies
appreciably, check the regulator tubes.

4) To check the oscillator voltage, connect a Model
400H Voltmeter to the pink lead on the top of the os-
cillator housing.

5) The oscillator voltage should be between 5.4 and
6.0 vo1ts. If this voltage is not within these limits,
set variable resistor R55 to obtain a reading of 5.8
volts. If the voltage cannot be adjusted within limits,
consult the manual.

6) Check the unregulated +330-volt supply with a dc
voltmeter. The +330-volt output is found on the vio-
let wire on the right-hand terminal board at the rear
of the instrument. It should be checked whenever
both the output of the regulated +225-volt supply and
the plate voltage on V6 and V8 are low. The +330-
volt output varies with the line voltage and is nomin-
ally 330 volts when the line voltage is 115 volts.

7) The unregulated -730-volt supply funrishes high
voltage for the oscilloscope. Check this voltage when-
ever difficulty is encountered with the intensityofthe
trace on the screen. It may be measured on the Iarge
red wire on the left-hand terminal board at the rear
of the instrument. The output of this suppty varies
with the line voltage and is nominally -730 votts with
a line voltage of 115 volts. If the output is too low,
consult the manual.

I2-4 TUNING DIA! CATIBRATION

1) Measure the terminated output of the oscillator.
To perform this measurement, plug one end of the
455A Coaxial 'rTil Connestor (equipped with Type-N-
to-BNC adapters) into the OSCILLATOR OUTPUT
jack and terminate the other end with an AC-6TA b0-
ohm termination. Unscrew the cap on the end of 4108
Voltmeter AC Probe and plug it into the 4bbA Coaxialt'Tt! Connector. Measure the voltage over the band.
This voltage should range from approximately l.?bV
at 100 mc, to 2.2Y at 200 mc. If the voltage is less
than 2.0 volts at ib highest point, adjust trimmer
capacitors C3 and C28, on the top of the rf housing,
for maximum

2) To measure the frequency of the 5408 Oscillator,
connect the front panel FREQUENCY METER jack to
the 5258 Frequency Converter input. Check the over-
all frequency range of the oscillator. It should be
100 to 220 megacycles. Check the frequency at 100
mc. If the dial is out of specifications, Ioosen the dial
screws and slip the dial to the correct position.

3) Set the main tuning dial to 200 megacycles and note
the frequency indication on the 524D Electronic Coun-
ter. If the frequency is not 200 megacycles, readjust
capacitors C3 and C28 to bring the frequency to 200
megacycles. Check the voltage output to make sure
that it is maximum. Remove the rubber caps from
the capacitors to make the adjustment.

Ir addition to tuning the totdl capacitance value, the
proportion of capacitance between the two capacitors
must be balanced for maximum output. After tuning
the capacitors, de-tune one capacitor and retune with
the other while noting the output. Continue this pro-
cedure until maximum output is obtained. When this
point is reached, de-tuning either capacitor and re-
tuningwiththe other will cause the output to go down.
The capacitance balancing is very broad. If the con-
denser studs are preset to protrude 11/16 inch from
the casting they will probably be close enough. Be
sure to retune as the final step.

4) Check the dial position at 100 mc. Repeat steps 2
and 3 for further refinement,

r2-5 osctrroscoPE cAUBRAT|ON

1) Adjust the horizontal position of the trace on the
front panel oscilloscope to center with the Horizontal
Position control (R32).

2) Adjust the vertical position of the trace to center
with the Vertical Position control (R34).



12.6 SENSITIVITY CALIBRATION

The sensitivity of the instrument is the minimum in-
put signal level which wiII give a mixer output equal
to twice the output obtained rvitl no lnput signal (noise),
i.e., the signal that will give an output 6 db above
noise level.

1) To measure the sensitivity, set all VIDEO RES-
PONSE controls fully clockwise.

2) Connect the OSCILLATOR OUTPUT to the OS-
CILLATOR INPUT of the mixer covering the fre-
quency being measured.

3) Connect the 400H Voltmeter to the VIDEO OUTPUT
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jack and measure the noise. It should be less than 0.1
volt. If the noise level is greater than 0.1 volt, change
crystals.

4) Connect a signal generator to the SIGNAL INPUT
jack of the mixer being used. Adjust the output of the
signal generator until the reading on the 400H VoIt-
meter is twice that notedin step 3. This is the sen-
sitivity of the mixer at that frequency. Typical sen-
sitivities of the mixers are shown in the manual. Ac-
tual sensitivity at a particular frequency may be better
or worse than the average value shown. Variations of
r10 db from the curves may occur at particular fre-
quencies. If greater sensitivity is needed, replace
the crystals in the mixers as instructed in t}te draw-
ings in the 540B manual.
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I3-2 PRETIIIINARY CALIBRATION

1) Use the 4108 Voltmeter to measure the resis-
tance between the inner and outer chassis of the 202A,
with the OUTPUT terminals disconnected from panel
ground or a load. The resistance should be at least
two megohms.

2) Connect the shorting strap between the lower out-
put terminal and chassis ground. Connect the 4108
Voltmeter between the negative side of the power
suppiy (hereafter called B-) and the inner chassis.
The voltmeter must tgQg€Igunded, so isolate the
ctras hapowerplug
adapter. The common terminal should be connected
to B-.

3) Connect the 202A to a 115V ac power source and
turn it on. The 4108 Voltmeter should indicate be-
tween +190 and +230 volts with the line voltage at 115
voIts.

4) Measure the regulated output voltage between B-
and pin 2 of tube V5. Adjust resistor R11 to give a
voltage of +225 volts.

5) Measure the voltage between pin 5 of tube V5 and
B-. This voltage should be about +375 volts. Varia-
tions of type 0A3 tubes can cause this voltage to vary
from 365 to 393 volts.

6) Measure the voltage between pin 5 of tube V6 and
B-. This voltage should be about +?5 volts. Varia-
tions in 0A3 tubes can cause this voltage to vary from
68 to 85 volts.

7) Repeat step 4 if either tube V5 or V6 is replaced.
Cold-cathode regulator tubes drift during the first 72
hours or so of operation. This drift can affect the
202.4. Function Generator output. A ?2-hour aging
period is recommended when either V5 or V6 is re-
placed with a new tube.

8) Test the regulated output voltage at pin 5 of tube
V5 while varying line voltage between 103 and 12?
volts with an autotransformer. The regulated voltage

2024 totT tREolJEl{cy ru}tcTt0lt Gt}tIRAT0R

l3-t sPEctFtcATtoNs

Frequency
Range:

DiaI
Accuracy:

Frequency
Stability:

Output
Waveforms:

Maximum
Output
Voltage:

Frequency
Response:

Internal
Impedance:

Sine Wave
Distortion:

Output System:

Sync Pulse:

0.008 to 1200 cps infive decade
ranges.

Within +27o atadial setting be-
tween "1.2" and "12", and +TVo

at a dial setting between "0.8"
and "1.2".

Within +170.

Sinusoidal, square, or triangu-
lar.

At least 30 volts peak-to-peak
across a rated load (4000 ohms)
for all three. waveforms. 10.6
volts rms for sine wave.

Constant within +0.2 db over the
entire frequency range at a rat-
ed output and load.

Approximately 40 ohms over
the entire range.

Less than lflo onallranges ex-
cept X100. Less than 2Vo rms
on X100.

Balanced or single-ended.

10 volts peak, negative, less
than 5 microseconds duration.
The sync pulse occurs at the
crest of the sine wave, with
corresponding positions on the
other waveforms.
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will normally not change by more than t170. Check
power supply tubes if the change is excessive.

I3-3 DC BATANCE AND DISTORTION
CATIBRATION

The Model 4108 Voltmeter used in this procedure
must not be grounded, since the common side of the
meter is connected to voltages within the 202A that
are not at ground potential. A warm up period of at
Ieast 30 minutes (preferably one hour) is recommeded
before starting this procedure. Do not turn the in-
strument off during the procedure; otherwise, an ad-
ditional warmup period is required. Since many of
these controls are interacting, rapid adjustment of the
controls is necessary.

1) Connect the 4108 Voltmeter between B- and the
center arm of R118. Adjust R118 for a reading of 170
volts.

2) Connect the equipment as shown in Figure 13-1.

3) Set the FREQUENCY dial to 10, the RANGE switch
to X10 (100 cps), the FUNCTION selector switch to
SINE, and the AMPLITUDE control for an output of
approximately 10 volts rms.

4) Adjust resistors R49 and R51 to eliminate the
points or spikes at the ends of the oscilloscope pat-
tern. Adjustment of these controls wiil vary the out-
put frequency. Follow the frequency variation with
the 330E} Distortion Analyzer. Adjust the 330B Dis-
tortion Analyzer sensitivity as necessary to obtain a
useful pattern on the oscilloscope.

5) Adjust resistor R60 for minimum distortion as in-
dicated on the 3308 Distortion Analyzer.

6) Set the FREQUENCY dial to 1 and the RANGE
switch to X100 (100 cps). Adjust R119 for minimum
distortion. Repeat the procedure in steps 4, 5, and
6 until the distortion measured is at least 40 db be-
low the output voltage (1%).

7) Adjust the insulated 4108 Voitmeter to indicate 0.5
on the l-volt scale with the dc voltmeter leads short-
ed. Use either the "1" or the "-" position of the SE-
LECTOR switch, whichever permits the 0.5 setting
with the ZEFiO ADJ. control. This meter indication
will be called "0 volt" in the remaining portion of the
DC balance adjustment.

8) Connect the COMMON lead from the voltmeter to
the common junction of AMPLITUDE control resis-
tors R93A and R93B (violet wire).

9) Connect the DC volts probe to the opposite end of
resistor R93A or R938. Ttris is the outside slat'e wire
connected to the AMPLIIUDE control.

10) Set the FUNCTION switch to TRIANGULAR and
adjust resistor R54 for a voltmeter indication of "0
volt". Adjust as closely as possible.

11) Connect the DC volts probe to the opposite end of
resistor R93B or R93A. Ttris is a green wire connect-
ed to the AMPLITUDE control.

12) Adjust the F"UNCTION selector switch to TRIAN-
GULAR and note tfie voltmeter indication (0.5 on the
0-1 scale is "0 volt'). Adjust resistor R49 to reduce
the dc voltage to one-halJ of its initial value. Adjust
resistor R51 to remove the remaining dc voltage. The
voltmeter should now indicate "0 volt".

13) Connect the 4108 Voltmeter to the output term-
inals. With the AMPLIIIIDE control in the minimum
position, adjust resistor R65, located behind a hole in
the panel near the OUTPIIT terminals, for an indica-
tion of "0 volt'r. Adjust as closely as possible.

14) Set the AMPLITIIDE control to the maximum po-
sition and note any dc output voltage.

15) Set the FUNCTION selector to SINE and adjust
R118 for the same dc output voltage as in step 14.
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I NSTRUMENT

r-=-) ItI! I
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I
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-hp- 33OS

DISTORTION ANALYZER
INPUT OUTPUT

Figure 13-1. Mimimum Distortion and Frequency Adjustment Instrumentation
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16) Set the FUNCTION selector to SeUARE and ad_just R22 for the same dc output uofl"gi-as in step 14.

17) Connect a 4000-ohm load across the output. Varythe AMpLITUDE controt t o* *inim-,rririo maximuma1d^yte lhe output dc voltage. f it deviJes more than+0.05 volts from 0 volts,'repeat tt 
"'p"o""Orr"u.

I3-.I SQUAREWAVE ATIPTITUDE
CATIBRATION

1) Connect the 2024, output to the oscilloscope vert_ical amplifier input.

2) Set the 202A to a convenient frequency and adjustthe oscilloscope for a good p""""nt"t-io-ri.

3) Adjust resistor R6B to produce an output squarewave urith the same peak_to-peak amplitude as the sineand triangular output *"uuio"*".

I3-5 FREQUENCY CALIBRATION

1) Check to see that the 202.A upper and lower dialstops fall about an equal distan#o"t"ia" the upperand lower dial calibrition marks. Co"r""t the diai
::lti",q, if.neces-sary, by rotating ure Jiarlrf ;i;; il;imounting hub. The dial stops, ind not ihe potentio_
meter mechanical stops, sfroutO'Ue f i*iti"g'di"f travel.

2) Connect the 202A output to the b24D ElectronicCounter SIGNAL INPUT ier*inai.
3) 524D Electronic Co_unter Control Settings:

FUNCTION SELECTOR switch to pn-nlOn.
DISPLAY TIME control for the aesi"ea displaytime (usually fuliy counterclock;t""i
MDGR- DrREc T_ \iAvgrvre r un swilciiio DrREc T.

4) 202A Controt Settings:
FUNCTION switch to SeUARE.
RANGE switch to Xl.
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Frequency dial to 0.g.
AMPLITUDE control to fully clockwise.

5) Turn on the equipment. A-llow the test equipmentto warm up for one hour.

!l.Se39ure the period of the 202A. frequency with the524D Electronic Counter. ft sirouia [e 12b0 milli_seconds.

7) Set the 202A frequency dial to 12 and measure theperiod. It should be g3.-S mittiseconOs.

8).,If the period, at a dial indication of 12, is not gB.B
milliseconds, loosen_t-he 

"o"pr"" u"i*"* it" dial andthe potentiometer (RSg) shafis. nef"" io'tfre instruc_
lion toL""lfor coupler access froi"-L""tion. Rotate
:l:j}l.ylll_""",p""! to the otrer to otiain a periodur orr.rr rru[rseconds with a.dial reading of 12. Tightenboth set screws in the coupl"". 

- --: -- '

?. l^"1 the frequency dial to 0.g and adjust resistorR109 to.obtain a period of 1250 *iifl"""trOs. Checkthe setting made in paragraph A ana repeat if nec_essary.

If resistor R10g has an insufficient range, center thecontrol mechanically and repeat steps 6 inO 9. Thiswillelectrically center the adjustmeni"*g" of resis_tor R109, which car then be usla to *rkJ;;y final ad_justments.

10) Check the calibration at other points on the Xlrange and on the other ranges. If thebutput trequerrcyis not within 2Vo of the dial- readin!; 
";i; th" 202A toservicing personnel. The procedlire tor calibratin!the 2024 is described in the 202t L;; i""qr"r,"yFunction Generator Manual.

NOTE

Removing the cabinet from the instrument will lowerthe.frequengy by approximately t/Z%-iiiare of thereduction of temperature.
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sEcTl0}l )(lll

t4-t sPEClFlcATloNs

FrequencY
Range:

Frequency
Stability:

Output:

Frequency
Response:

Distortion:

Internal
Impedance:

Output Meter:

Output
Attenuator:

20 cps to 20 kc in three decade
bands.

Inexcess ol xzvo over extended
periods.

5 watts maximum into resistive
Ioadsof 50, 200, 600, and 5000

ohms. OutPut circuit is bal-
anced and center taPPed - anY

terminal maY be grounded.

t1 db from 20 cPs to 20 kc at
output levels uP to + 30 dbm with
the outPut meter reading held
constant at+3? db; t1.5 db from
20 cps to 20 kc at outPut levels
above +30 dbm with the outPut
meter reading held constant at
+3? db (reference 1000 cPs).

Less than 170 at frequencies
above 30 cPs.

ApproximatelY one-sixth of the
load impedance with zero atten-
uator setting. APProaches load
impedance with attenuator set-
tings of 20 db or more.

Calibrated in volts and dbm
(0 dbm = 1 mw,600 ohms). FuII
scale values , 65 volts, +37 dbm.
Reads on 600 ohm basis regard-
less of output imPedance selec-
ted.

Provides 110 db in 1-db stePs.

2O5AO AllDIO SIO1{AT GEI{ERATOR

Input Meter : Caiibrated in dbm (0 db = I mw,^ 
600 ohms) from -5 to -8 dbm
and in volts from 0 to 2 volts

:iRu""""til5: 
accurac' is xsvo

rnput Attenuato r : 
Slds*t":j'fi?" 

i3:'"Ji:i3

I4.2 PRETIIIINARY NOTES

Remove the four screws from the rear of the cabinet

and remove the rear cover of the cabinet' Place the

instrument on its back, and loosen the two Allen-head
screws, Iocated on the underside of the front panel

bezel. Work the cabinet free and lift it from the in-
strument.

Inspect and clean the instrument. Using a low-pres-
suie air hose, blow out any dust that may be on the

tuning caPacitor.

The capacitor drive should be lubricated once a year'
Remove the cover plate from the top of the capacitor
shield. Put one drop of light oil on each of the bear-
ings on the small gear shaft at the top of the drive'
Ti'e capacitor baII bearings do not need lubrication'

I4-3 FREQUENCY AND OUTPUI
CATIBRATION

1) Corurect the output of the 205AG to the SIGNAL IN-
PUT jack of the 524D Electronic Counter' Connect

the 400H Voltmeter across the 205AG output term-
inaIs.

2) 524D Electronic Counter Control Settings:
FUNCTION SELECTOR SWitCh tO FREQUENCY.
FREQUENCY UNIT control to 1 SEC'
DISPLAY TIME control to desired display time
(usually fully counterclockwise).

3) Set the 205AG IMPEDANCE switch to 600 and the

LOAD switch to ON. Set the attenuators to 0'
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4) Set the 400H Voltmeter to the 10O-volt range.

5) Connect the equipment to a 115V ac power source.
Turn on the equipment and allow it to warm up for 30

minutes.

6) Check the frequency calibration and output on all
ranges. If the output frequency is not within 2Vo of.tlat
indicated by the dial, or if the output voltage (as mea-
sured with the 400H Voltmeter) varies more than +1

db from 200 to 2000 cps (with the output voltage set
at +3? db on the OUTPU'f METER), proceed with the
calibration.

NOTE

The frequency calibration will be corrept only when
the shields around and above the main tuning capa-
citor are firmly in Place.

7) Check the 205AG for the proper seating of the diai
on the shaft. At one end of the frequency dial there
witl be either a small dot or an extra line. This
should be under the indicator hairline when the tuning
capacitor is at that end of its travel. This may be ad-
justed by loosening the set screws on the dial and ro-
tating the dial untii it is lined up correctly.

Check and tighten aII set screws in the dial drive
mechanism.

8) 205AG Control Settings:
RANGE switch to X10.
Dial to 20.
AMPLITIIDE control for a 400H Voltmeter read-
ing of 50 volts.

9) Check the frequency with the 524D Electronic
Counter. If necessary, slip the dial for a correct
frequency indication.

10) Change the 205AG dial setting to 200 and adjust
capacitor C22 for the correct frequency (2000 cps).
Observe the 400H Voltmeter deviation from 50 volts.
Adjust capacitor C22 f.or a reading of one-half the
deviation, disregarding any changes in frequency.

11) Adjust capacitor C1 for the correct frequency of
2000 cps.

12) Set the dial to 20 and read the frequency on the
counter. If the frequency is not 200 cps, slip the dial
in relationship to the shaft for the correct reading.

13) Repeat the procedure until no further improve-
ment can be obtained.

NOTE

Add a 5-pipf capacitor across capacitor C22 if more
capacitance is needed.

14) Check the tracking of the dial at otfier frequencies.
If the dial is out of calibration by more thanZVo, re-
turn the instrument to an authorized repair station or
to the factory.

15) Check the other frequency ranges. If the instru-
ment is out of calibration at the other ranges, return
the instrument to an authorized repair station or to the
factory since the procedure involves padding resistors
and requires considerable experience. If it is not
practical to return the instrument, proceed as follows.

X1OO RANGE

Change the padding resistor in series with the pre-
cision resistor (R3 or R4). A change of 1000 ohms
will change the frequency approximately lVo on this
range. Then 201000 cycles on the dial is corrected
by varying capacitor C7. A change of 50 to 200 ttltf.
is usually adequate. Check the frequency response.
The response can be corrected by changing the ratio
of resistance in one leg to that in the other, keeping
the total resistance constant.

Xl RANGE

An increase of 100,000 ohms in the padding resistor
(precision resistor Rl or R6) will decrease the fre-
quency approximately lVo on this range. There may
be a small tracking error (Iess ttn:n 2Vd at the top or
the bottom of the X1 range. This is normal for the
instrument and connot be eliminated. The frequency
response may be corrected, if necessary, by chang-
ing the ratio of resistance in one Ieg to that in the
other, keeping the totai resistance constant.

I4.4 OUTPUT TEVEL }TETER CALIBRATION

1) Turn on the irstrument and allow it to reach oper-
ating temperature. Ttrrn the AMPLITUDE control to
zero and adjust the meter pointer to zero with the zero
adjustment screw on the meter front. Always approach
zero with the pointer moving down-scale.

2) Connect the 400H Voltmeter to the OUTPUT term-
inals.

3) Turn on the 205AG and allow it to warm up.

4) 205AG Control Settings:
IMPEDANCE switch to 600 ohms.
LOAD switch to ON.

o



Attenuators to zero.
FREQ. RANGE switch to X10.
DiaI to 40.
AMPLITUDE control for 50 volts on the 400H
Voltmeter.

5) Adjnst the variable resistor R29 until the OUTPUT
LEVEL meter indicates exacily 50 volts. The resistor
R29, which is reached through a hole on the left side
of the chassis when facing the instrument from the
back, can be turned with a screwdriver.

I4.5 INPUT TEVEI IIETER GATIBRATION

1) With the instrument operatirg and the AMPLITTJDE
control to minimum, adjust the meter pointer to zero
with the zero adjustment screw on the meter. Always
approach zero from the up-scale side.
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2) Connect the 205AG INPUT DB terminals to the
OUTPUT terminals. Connect the 400H Voltmeter to
the OUTPUT terminals.

3) 205AG Control Settings.
INPUT DB switch to 0.
FREQ. RANGE switch to X10.
DiaI to 400.
LOAD switch to ON.
MPEDANCE switch to 600.
Attenuators to 28 db.
AMPLITUDE control for a 2-volt indication on
the 400H Voltmeter.

4) The INPUT LEVEL meter should indicate 2 volts
with the controls set as above. If the meter indica-
tion is incorrect, adjust variable resistor R47 to cor-
rect the meter indication. The variable resistor R4?
is reached t}rough a hole on the right side of the chas-
sis when facing the instrument from the back. For
the best calibration, set the resistor for a rcadtng 2Vo

less than 2 volts.




